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Wood Productions

• Hardwood Cabinets
• Custom Doors
• Gingerbread Railings
• Raised Panel Wainscoting
• Architectural Millwork

294-5979
Bldg. 112 Truman Annex

..TELEPHONE
ANSWERING SERVICE

TYPING & PHOTO COPIES

GIVE US A RING FOR SERVICE
YOU'LL BE MORE THAN PLEASED

4-1044 4-2400 872-2915

299-6866

From the Editor
Hello --

THIS IS our biggest issue of all
time! I certainly hope that you enjoy
it.

BULLETIN

GOVERNOR CALLS SPECIAL SESSION TO
RATIFY CRITICAL. STATE CONCERN DESIGNATION

FOR FLORIDA KEYS AND GREEN SWAMP

GOVERNOR REUBEN ASKEW has ordered
a special session of the Florida Legis-
lature to ratify the Critical Concern
designation made by the Cabinet a few
years ago. The House and Senate are to
convene for three, days starting at 11 am
Wednesday, December 6. Last week the
Florida Supreme Court set aside the
Cabinet designations saying that they
were an unconstitutional delegation of
legislative power to the Cabinet but
suggesting that the House and Senate
could correct the legal defect by
ratifying the Cabinet actions. The
Green Swamp in Central Florida, which
is an essential element supplying water
to the Florida aquifers, has little'
other statutory protection and vitally
needs Critical Concern protection. Al-
though the Florida Keys are now protected
by other state and local laws growing out
of Critical Concern designation, the con-
tinued designation is highly desirable
from the standpoint of receiving continued
state and federal aid and to make sure
that our new laws are not frivolously
ignored or repealed.

Solares Hill urges its readers to
send letters and telegrams expressing
their views to their legislative delega-
tion:

Representative Joe Allen
Senator Richard Anderson
Senator Vernon Holloway I
Senator Robert McKnight

House or Senate Office Building >
• .Tallahassee, Florida 3.2304

CONGRATULATIONS are due to B.J.
Martin for his fantastic Key West movie.
So much material put out on this island
is shallow and unfeeling or intense and
ignorant that it is a real pleasure to
see a movie on Key West that has been
made with wisdom, affection, awareness,
and style.

SPEAKING OF congratulations, the
Key West football team certainly has
them coming for its great season. This
island veally produces exciting athletes
and first rate teams.

WE'RE HAVING OUR first contest!
Maybe the photo quiz is too easy; maybe
it is too hard. We will learn from the
response to this one and prepare next
month's quiz accordingly.

THIS IS THE Christmas issue of
Solares Hill and we have remained light
and happy, f

MERRY CHRISTMAS and we'll see you
next month.

f

Cover artist this time is Ann Irvine.
Her .work may be seen at Guild Hall,
Gingerbread"Gallery, and Artists Un-
limited. Her Christmas cards are avail
able at selected stores in Key West.
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HERE IS $10 .00 FOR
SUBSCRIPTION TO 11
ISSUES OF SOLARES
HILL.
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821 Duval Street
Key West, Florida
33040
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Red Beccaise
IT'S A FAMILIAR SIGHT in the late

afternoon at the Red Beccaise house on
Olivia Street. The men who work with
Red — Al, Sawyer, Bill, Gus and Roland
are sitting around the old bench under
the heavily laden sour orange tree, shar-
ing a couple of six-packs and generous
helpings of Miss Frenchy's super grouper
chowder and rapping about everything un-
der the setting sun.

They've just finished moving a Conch
house across town, and everyone's feeling
good about accomplishing a dangerous and
complicated job.

RED AND MISS FRENCHY, his wife of
twenty-five years, are up on the porch
discussing a heavy safe moving number
that's been called in for the next morn-
ing. Before they stroll over to Che Che's
for a few well deserved cold,ones, Red
sits and talks about the years in Key
West and the nature of his unique business.

RED BECCAISE, like his father and
his grandfather before him, is this island's
premiere truckin' man. With the huge ton
and a half, six-wheeled dump truck, the
ton and a half van truck, the one ton
pick up, a rented Low-Boy tractor trailer
from Toppino, and the thousand pounds of
man power gathered in front, he can move
or haul away just about anything — re-
frigerators, trash, pianos, old lumber,
furniture — you name it.

The sides of the yard are piled high
with enormous timbers and blocks of wood
used to jack up and move houses. There's
a long forked pole that one man, sitting

_ atop the moving house, uses to lift the
electric lines. A twenty-seven foot "jim
pole," similar to a ship's mast, can be
lashed to the front of a two-story Conch
house and, with block and tackle, used to
gently lift and set a nine hundred pound
piano on the second floor porch. It's
been in continual use for over fifty
years. Various salvaged lumber items
like the fabled, steel-hard Dade County
pine, old green shutters and quaint gin-
gerbread oddities — definitely endangered
species these days — are stacked all
around the house.

THE CITY CEMETERY stretches away
from Red's place east and north all the
way to Frances Street and Angela Street,
and our unobstructed view of the star-
sprinkled, still blue but darkening sky
is truly wonderful. A strange kind of
haunting stillness settles about us, and
the occasional shouts of neighborhood
children seem to come from a long ago time.

Red says he was "born among the dead"
here in 1919 and remembers growing up in
a happy, boisterous home. There were
eight children in the Beccaise family —
five girls and three boys — and always
-twice that many kids playing around the
Jiouse...the girls skipping rope, the boys

by Jim Coan

playing marbles on the dusty street, and,
on hot. afternoons, all of them walking
dyer to the beach for a swim. In those
days, as now, Olivia Street was racially
integrated, and everyone knew each other

photo by Richard Marsh

Olivia Street was a bustling, mellow
scene with lots of kids and dogs and
chickens and friendly greetings from the
porches.

Male and Female
Largest selection of skirts and
leotards in a rainbow of colors

Gemini island Boutique
517Duvai 294-2260

Open late

Miss Frenchy
by their first name or Conch nickname.

OLIVIA STREET itself in those days
was white coral rock and without side-
walks. A crack in the asphalt today
marks where a fifteen foot deep sewage
ditch was later put down the middle. A
block away, Division Street or "Rocky
Road" (now Truman Avenue) was bricked
over, and the electric trollies ran out
to the old Trust Cigar Factory on Flagler
Avenue. .

The Busy Bee Bakery was at Frances
and Olivia, and on the cemetery side of
Frances and Olivia was Herbert Weech's
grocery. A grocery then, as Curry's is
now, was at Olivia and Windsor Lane, and
a few doors down was the Lopez grocery
with a big, old-fashioned pork barrel
next to the counter.

Kitty corner from the Curry grocery,
where Tom Major now lives, was Benny
Tynes' furniture store.

and Bed

RED'S GRANDFATHER, Odette Beccaise,
an intrepid Frenchman from Missouri, came
to Key West and bought this property in •
the last century. (His house later burned,
and the present one was built on its
foundation.) He made deliveries around
the island with long-bed, horse drawn
wagons and hauled about two'yards of
sand or rock at a time from the beach to
construction sites with two-wheeled,
horse drawn "dump carts."

CHARLES BECCAISE, Red's father, was
really into the hauling scene when Red
was growing up. Even though it was a
pre-inflation era, he still had those
eight youngsters to provide for. Charles
had several different-sized wagons with
steel rimmed, wooden wheels. The largest
wagon was twenty feet long with a double
team of horses and could carry a hundred
sacks of flour.
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••A BEAUTIFUL FLORAL TRADITION"

"A Natural Christmas Wonderland
in Old Key West"

Centerpieces
Ornaments

Door Charms
Lovely Fresh Cut Flowers

Christmas Greens and Ribbons ,

925 WHITE STREET 294-4651

€\)t JJtole Hole
unique gifts

Old Town Square
425 .Front Street

294-6877

Open daily

Mr. Mole says: "We
gift wrap — pretty —

and ship and mall
anywhere."

There were always F.E.C. freight
trains to be unloaded at Trumbo Point or
cargo laden ships from New York, Havana,
New Orleans, Galveston. and Tampa docking
at Mallory Docks or the old P & O Steam-
ship Company docks.

Key West was a regularly scheduled
stop on the East Coast run for the Florida,
the Cuba and the Governor Cobb. Red re-
members cases and cases of Peter Doger »
beer from New York, a popular brand in
those days, being unloaded at Mallory
Docks.

CHARLES HAD AS MANY as twenty-seven
horses and mules, and their care and feed-
ing was a big part of the business. There
were also many pigs and over a hundred
chickens around the house in those days.
The stables ran along the east and north
side of the property, and a large water
trough, kept filled with fresh well water
by a hand pump, was at the end of the
front porch.

These large draft animals were walked
to open areas around the island to graze,
and this would benefit the owners there
by keeping the grass down. . One favorite
grazing spot was what is now a trailer
park off United and William near the
Texgas Company. Another was Trumbo Point,
when the stock pens were empty after a
herd of cattle or race horses had been
shipped out.

OFTEN THE CHILDREN would ride the
horses down to Rest Beach and washi them
off shoulder high in the water. The salt
water was very beneficial and would quick-
ly heal up any harness sores.

Red's youth coincided with the Great
Depression, and although money was in
short supply here and the island more
isolated than ever after the FEC railroad
was washed away forever in the '35 hurri-
cane, he remembers it as a time when
there was an abundance of trust and
friendship and sharing. He" helped keep
it together at home by working three or
four hours a day on an NRA project at the

month. As the Thirties drew to a close, '
the highway opened up, Pan-Am began regu-
larly scheduled sea plane flights, and
the outside world began to intrude, at
first subtly, and then in a big way.

HE ALREADY BELONGED to the Florida
State Guard when World War II appeared
on the horizon, and his company used to
drill weekly at the Old Armory Building
at Southard and White. Suddenly, like a
lot of other men his age, he was in the
Army Air Corps, tripping around Germany,
France,.. Belgium, Holland and Scotland,
far from the mellow timelessness of Olivia
Street.

When Red came back from Europe, he
could really see things begin to change
on the island. The Navy Base had brought
thousands of young men from all over the
country to Key West. One of the little
Conch houses across the street was sold
for $900, and that was thought to be a
rather outrageous price.

A man named Joe Sirugo bought fifty
to seventy-five acres off Roosevelt Boule-
vard and started building prefab houses
that could be purchased with VA loans,
and that was the, beginning of the modern
building boom. Red picked up the reins
of his ancestors' business, and he's
watched it all happen and has been a part
of it ever since...up to and including
the restoration fever of the past few
'years.

WE BOTH GLANCE up at the same time
and suddenly, incredibly, a huge full moon
is perched just above the rooftops down
the street. We sit there speechless for
a time, both of us sharing an unspoken
appreciation of how often over the years
this same apparition has lifted the heads
of all the people sitting on all the lit-
tle porches of all the little houses of
this magical island. Surely, the history
of Key West is its people and moments like
this.

is becoming
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New management,
larger facilities, more services

• DISCOUNT BOOKS
We carry a wide variety of hardbacks
most of them discounted from list
price. Our paperback selection is one
of the largest in town.

• BOOKSWAP™
Bring in your used paperbacks and
we'll give you credit coupons good
on any book in the shop.

• BOOK FINDER™
Fast special order access to over one
million books.

• GIVE-A-BOOK
Gift certificates redeemable at
hundreds of bookstores across the
country.

-we are

•CARDS
We have the widest selection of fine
quality note cards in Old Town.
Also unique post cards, calendars
and stationery.
i GAMES
Backgammon, chess, playing cards,
etc.
• MAIL ORDER SERVICE
We mail all over the world.

" . . . the most complete guide-
book ever published about Key
West . . . the authentic local
Baedeker. Even permanent residents
will be enlightened by the detailed
information . . . makes a perfect
gift as well as a souvenir,"

-Dorothy Raymer, Solaris Hill

• PUBLISHERS
We are publishers. of KEY WEST:
THE LAST RESORT and THE
MAP,' as well as a unique line of
note cards.

ONE BLOCK Off
D

JVAL St.
FMi CARD, WRAPPING, MAIUNGl

We will gift wrop.and mail Key West: The Last Resort (Autographed conies)
to anyplace in the world - « H . A free greeting, card also. Bring us your list for
Christmas! Order now!

"." . .a tell-it-like-it-is book that
doubles as a guide-for tourists and
a survival kit for locals . . . "

-Fitz McAden, Miami Herald

". . .serves as an invaluable resource
for tourists by filling them in on
sightseeing opportunities, both the
"in" places and the offbeat places
they might not find on their own.
. . .chock full of. . .interesting
facts about the island, sure to inter-
est not only the tourist but island
residents as well." a

-Betty Williams, Key West Citizen

". . .well conceived and well-crafted.
The photography and illustrations
are excellent, and the prose, enchant-
ing. The authors term the book 'a
friend . and . a guide.1 It is those
things and much, much more.
Tourists and natives alike should
add Last Resort to their personal
libraries."

-Sam Mackie, Key West Citizen

". . .such fun to read, as well as
being wonderfully informative on
the widest range of subject."

-Hanns Ebenstin,
Travel Guide Authority

of the

LA CONCHA
HOTEL

430 DUVAL STREET
OLD TOWN

Panoramic View
All Key West

Famous Top
Luncheon Menu

Mon. -Sat.
11:30 am -4:00 pm

Favorite Cocktails
Daily 11 a.m. -4 a.m.

cfe P<x> ,orff. tl/uS. Oy tfihrmtet, 'ahie t*.

Polynesian Cuisine
and

Rum Concoctions
in a

Tropical Island
Atmosphere

294-6912
U.S. 1 at Garrison Bight

Rare,
tropical

sea unicorn.
14K yellow &

rose gold. .03 ct
diamond

eye.,

$200.

ft

GOLDSMTm
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Host Dry Gleaner
for carpets.

So easy, so quick, so clean.
Host Dry Cleaner deans,
your carpeting thoroughly
with a minimum of effort
an your part You just
spread the organic com-
pound, work it i FT with the
special Host Dry Cleaner
machine, and vacuum it
up. The compound
loosens, absorbs and
extracts even the heaviest
ground-in soil. Your roam
is ready for immediate
use. There's no streak-
ing. And no sticky residue
to astract more dirt Rent
Hast Dry Cleaner and do
that carpeting job one.
two. three.

mss
Holm Floor Covering Co.

521 FLEMING STREET PHONE 296-2O9I

OpEN 11 JM TO 9 pM

FREE PARKING
TEL 294-4000

EL CACIQUE RESTAURANT
SPECIALIZING IN

SPANISH FOOD & CUBAN SANDWICHES
12$ DUVAL ST. • Vi Block FROM N*ri<Mul BANIC

-r

LUNCH
APPETIZERS

Garlic S*wd 1.25
M i M i t r a u Soap <B»wl) 1.50
- • " " 75French Fries .

SPAGHETTI
Meat Boll -
Mflflt Sauce

Meolltss
Italian Savsaae

2.25
1.95
1.75

• 2.50

SPECIALS

Bot>d Scar»«ttl (Like Lasgaa tri! Better) .2.95
Meat Bull Dip (Bawl al Sauce, Meat Ball, &

Italian Bread) 1.95

BEER

SANDWICHES

541b. Homburo«r 2.75
Mlb. Hamburjer 1.95
M«ott»ll 2.75
Saotag. , 3.25

Fries and Garnish Included with Above

Draft (Miller Hiah Lite. Bud, Mill.r Lite)

BotiU- Miller Lite, Bus

Heiflcken , ,

Miduiob

. . .1 .00

. 1.58

. . 1.50

SALADS

Lunch Salad..
1.25

Small Anltpasta _ 2.00

WINE

Glos. 1 00 Saali Caraff -2.00 Laroe Coroff 3.50

BEVERAGES

Mi l l
Tea
Coffee S
Soda 50

509 Ouval (across from the San Carlos) 294-6732

EXPATRIATE

A Poem

It's nice to be back here
Up north, after ten years
With palm fronds.

(I wonder if the hawks came back to Rose, Lane.)

And now to briskly walkj
Exchanging rapid talk;
Form new bonds.

(I wonder who hangs out at the Sandaastle.)

I love the autumn shades;
iHnds stronger than the Trades
Sing wild tunes.

(I wonder if the Salt Pond will.be saved.)

The beaches of Cape Cod --
Velvet on feet unshod --
With piled dunes.

(I wonder what's happening .at the Casa Marina.)

Brave little fishing boats:
Raging Atlantic gloats,
Wreck-making.

(I wonder how the shrimp haul will be this year.)

The sun goes down in flames,
With clouds splays vivid games:
Eye-breaking.

(I wonder who'll be at Sunset tonight.)

by Helen R. Chapman

\yerzy special full SGRVICG salon
foR all op youR in6ivi6ual needs

— featumnq —

floweR weaving
SensoRpeRtn

!ntensivexon6itioninQ tReatments
aviqal eqyptian henna

haiR CRimpinq
full coloRinq seRvices

mamcuRes, pedicuRes, paBulous fakes
pRivate qentlemen's quaRteRs

66ith SeRRi skin caRe pRObucts

POR appointment phone 296-8583
m p,tzpatR1ck stneef. in the kino piaza . oio Town, key West

men. thpu fa. 10 to 8 • satuubay lo to 6 . Closeft Sunoay

OWI



PURVEYORS OF FINE IMPORTED AND HAND CRAFTED GOODS

Now Carries Fresh Roasted Coffee Beans
MOCHA JAVA

COLOMBIAN SUPREMO
FRENCH ROAST COLOMBIAN

Plus All Types of Grinders and Brewers
ALSO LARGE SELECTION OF FINE GIFTS

718 Duval Street, Key West, Florida 33040 296-6300

notes and antic-dotes by Dorothy Raymer

BETTLE'5 NURSERY
j jm j^ *af A IMF j& A M

Poinsettias!!

| r o Dive

296^3823

A RADIO COMMERCIAL, sung to the tune of "Deep In The Heart
of Texas," was heard daily in Key West a l i t t l e more than a
decade ago. The song now survives as a fragment performed now
and then by Jack and Jim Holt, a singer—guitarist team known for
their' superb harmonizing.

The Holts first presented the radio di t ty as part of their
shows at Captain Tony's Saloon, back in 19 67. Since then, the
Holts have incorporated the ditty into programs at various night
clubs, such as the original Bamboo Room, which was on Smith Lane,
at the second Bamboo Room on Big Coppitt Key, and at the 900 Bar
on Simonton Street.

A SORT OF poetic license was exhibited in the words: "On
the corner of Caroline and Elizabeth Streets , deep in the heart
of Conchtown, you're always a winner at Carlos Food Center, deep
in the heart of Conchtown."

Conchtown has just lost a tiny corner of i t s heart , for
Carlos Food Center went out of the market business on November
22, the day before Thanksgiving this year.

The passing of the friendly store was a sad occasion for
the immediate neighborhood, for the shrimp boat colony in the
adjacent area, and for longtime customers scattered a l l over the
island, who had been dealing for decades at "Carlos," as the
food center was called for brevity.

THE HISTORY of the enterprise t ra i l s clear back to 1909,
sixty-nine years ago, when a shop was established at the same
si te , 701 Caroline Street. I t was not as large as the present
remodeled structure, but was a forerunner of the modern demi-
supermarket, where groceries, meat, dairy products, fruit and
vegetables, and household items were sold.

Founder Juan Calleja came to Key West from Cuba in 1879
with his parents when he was only four months old, and he lived
here all his life. He died in 1965 in his 86th year, a much
beloved, distinguished and courtly gentleman, who continued, to
make brief trips to the center just to keep in touch even after
retirement. Always active, he also had a business he conducted
as a young man, a general store at 518 Fleming Street , where he
sold drygoods and notions as well as food stuffs.

CARLOS FOOD CENTER celebrated i ts 55th anniversary, April
4, 1964. Twelve years prior to that date, Carlos Calleja had
succeeded his father as operator and was the keystone of the
family system. He had begun working for his father as a bicycle
delivery boy when he was.15 years old.

With Carlos at the Caroline Street location -was Ernesto
Herce, a boyhood chum, who became a business associate in charge
of the meat department. This friendship-partnership endured,
and right up to the final closing of the center, Ernesto was on
duty. In fact, one of the main reasons of the shuttering of
the market was due to the coming retirement of Ernesto, now
nearly 70. Expert butchers are scarce, and proper training for
good help takes a long period. V

I WROTE a special feature on the anniversary observance..
One of the pictures appearing in The Key West Citizen for the
event was a vintage reproduction of a 19 09 calendar, copies of
which had been given out as souvenirs for the opening. That
year was also the date of the birth of Carlos Calleja. Thus,
he was li terally "born into the business." So. the pictor ia l
subject, a mother holding a.baby, was singularly appropriate.

The calendar theme was als"o expressive of the family-run
enterprise, which persisted via blood relationship and marriage.
Grace, daughter of Ernesto Herce, was married to Carlos Calleja
and used to help at the shop. The Callejas had three offspring,

Telegraph Lane at Greene St.
(next to Capt. Tony's) .

Serving till 4 AM Phone 294-3244
•• : ».•»•>.•'...«• '[\XiL\A-*-,\i-~i-^'\'

Giselda, Hortense, and John. All three children chipped in-with
time and effort when help was needed. Young John, who is now a
practicing physician here, often served at the cash register in
one of the checking lanes when he was still a student at Key
West High School. When Dr. Calleja first opened his new office
last year, one of his women patients stared at him in astonish-
ment and exclaimed, "Oh! I remember you. Y0U|used to check out .
my groceries." But now he does medical checkups!

Hortense, John's sister, kept the family tradition going
through marriage to Erasto (Preacher) Perez. He became store
manager when Hortense's father, Carlos I, retired in 1964. Also
in the trade the past several years has been their son, named
Carlos after his grandfather. Young Carlos proved to be know-
ledgeable in every aspect of the center's work.

OUTSTANDING VETERAN EMPLOYEE Clarence Ferguson, tall and
amiable, who was head of the delivery service, was accomplished
in practically every department, functioning in any niche. And
he was a whiz at customer relations.

Through the passage of years, there has been a turnover of
workers, and it is impossible to refer to any but the few men-
tioned. Manager Perez expressed appreciation for the loyal per-
sonnel, but he admitted it was becoming more difficult to obtain
skilled workers, and that this was another factor contributing
to the closeout of one of the last of the local stores accenting
Cuban and Spanish specialities.

UP UNTIL 1959, when Fidel Castro became the dictator of
Cuba, products from the neighboring island only 90 miles away
were available. After that date, many delicacies were imported
from Spain. Some of the Cuban-style foods, such as the custard
called "flan," and the long loaves of Cuban bread, to name only
two, were made either locally or brought down „from Miami.

The shelves of Carlos' mart still offered cans of nectar,
tamarind, guanabana, mango, papaya, the candy terron de yema,
guava juice and guava paste, and a wide range of Cuban coffee
brands.

In the vegetable section, a Spanish sweet potato, ginger
root, yuca, and malanga, a root vegetable, as well as jalapena
peppers in jars or cans, could be bought. Canned "Palacio" items
from Spain were displayed: bonita del norte, spicy sardines in
oil, and squid in its own ink.

CARLOS' MARKET became noted for a Conch favorite dish and
earned the title of "Souse Headquarters." Souse is a hot con-
coction made with pickled pig's feet as one of the main ingredi-
ents, and has nothing to do with the souses to be found in a
wino's row court, which formed regularly across the street from
the market, assembling on the porch of Carpenter's Hall. The -
clique was headed by a tall, thin vagrant known as "King Philip."
He and his royal rascals managed to scrape together enough money
for cheap wine.

Every class of the multi-layered structure of island society
visited the food center, some in search of gourmet goodies,
others seeking Cuban source products.

The now much-touted soul food was sold here early on, long
before such nourishment became a national trend.

THE PARADE OF CHARACTERS who wandered in and out of the •
non-sacred portals added rugged individual flavor to the pi-
quant atmosphere. Among them was a woman called Moon Girl, a
cadaverous annual visitor who hailed from Alabama. She explained
her gaunt build by casually announcing she suffered from chronic
hookworm.

Nevertheless, She never seemed to lack for male companion-
ship, mostly recruited from shrimp fleet prews. Sometimes she
wore ragged clothing, but every now and then, Moon Girl shone
brightly in avant garde fashion. Evidently her wardrobe depended
on temporary affluence of escorts.

marvin paige, prop.
900 duval street
gingerbread square
key west 3 3 0 4 0 - ^ (
305-296-5558 '

Fall in lev® with ii lamp.
It happens all the time at

LIGHTING WORLD. Stop In
and see for yourself. We
can't guarantee "love at
first sight" but we feel con-
fident that there will at least
be a meaningful relation-
ship in the offing.

Our "in stock"
selection now
includes table
lamps, outdoor
porch and yard lamps,
track lighting, recessed
celling fixtures and, of
course, cnandeliers.

, EXCUSE. ME FOR
&TARIN6, BUT HAVENT
WE MET BEFORE ? A/O?
WEU-T(4EN, ITS ABOUT
. TIME THAT WE DID-

LIGHTING

S^^iZ

YOU'RE INVITED!?
to visit our office in the

"Oldest School House" building
336 Duval (corner of Eaton Street)

Residential • Commercial • Investment Property

KEY WEST, FLA. SEARSTOWN 294-7916

1 .;;••. ' : ' •. ' ' .-' '•'• ; ^ R E S T A U R A N T ". : • •• ," : ••" - ^ ' ^ i ' v > ^

We have it all! Sumptuous recipes from the continent, a
tropical waterfront atmosphere with music to match, and your
own private view of the famous island sunsets.
A, the Ramada Inn on the Gulf at Mexico • 3«0 North Raaseve.1 Boulevard • 294-5541
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1208 Simonton Street

OPEN
FOR THE
SEASON

Mglt% 6:30 -10:30
Sunday Brunch 11:30 - 2:30

Closed Wednesday

For reservations 294-0717

THE ODDEST CUSTOMER was a white-
bearded oldster, who often dropped into
the newspaper office to talk about art.
His field was unique. He painted the
doors of old outhouses. Old World Charm
dropped out of the picture eventually,
possibly because the city began banning
outdoor toilets. . .

A fantastic coincidence cropped up
not so long ago when two of the store's
patrons, in succession, acquired long
raccoon fur coats, of 1920's collegiate
style.

An aging female, labeled Crazy Helen,
was the first to promenade, fur-clad, in
the heat of mid-August. As she walked
around the store aisles, she adapted grand
mannerisms and a haughty demeanor, proudly
showing off her furry garment.

Then she disappeared from the setting,
and an elderly man, Roy Passwater, now
deceased, showed up in an ankle-length,
moth-eaten raccoon overcoat, which he, too,
sported in summer weather.

I have a hunch he inherited the hir-
sute relic from Crazy Helen.

DRIFTERS STILL assemble along the
porch of the Carpenter's Hall, on the
corner opposite the grocery site, but the
ranks of the old-timers have thinned.
There were more halcyon yesteryears when
the grizzled group would pool resources,
chiefly gotten thrpugh panhandling or
from a little of leftover welfare checks,
and then send one of their more sober re-
presentatives over to the center to pur-
chase- beer or preferably wine, usually
Thunderbird make. Sometimes even rubbing
alcohol tempted the drinkers even though
they were aware of the hazard of consum-
ing it.

Finally "Preacher" Perez eliminated
alcoholic beverages from the stock entire-
ly, and strict surveillance was ordered
on the purchase of the harmful rubbing
liquid..

Perez, a devout churchman, has never-
theless maintained a sympathetic attitude
toward genuine down-and-outers, even those
who belong to the so-called "hippie" ele-
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ment, if they proved to be really in need
of rations. He learned that his reputa-
tion as being a man to approach if one was
really desperate for a handout had circu-
lated* afar.

THE DISCOVERY occurred when a young

man with a backpack and a weary look ar-
rived at the store and asked to see "the
priest." Informed there was no priest
on the premises, the sad-eyed hiker then
asked if he could talk to "the minister."
In rapid succession, the youth inquired
for audience with "a clergyman" or "a
deacon," and then struck the key word,
"preacher."

Erasto Perez, nicknamed "Preacher,"
listened to the vagabond, who was from
Chicago, and was astounded to learn that
his goodwill reputation had carried that
far. The forlorn caller said, "I was :

told by friends in Chicago that if I got
to Key West and really needed a handout,
to come to Carlos' place on Caroline Street
and ask for you. I just got your title
mixed up at first;"

CARLOS FOOD CENTER has served not "'}.
only as a commercial convenience but also
as a community center for an almost in-
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credible record — a total of 71 years.
People from every career level and

from every byway of life have come to the
center to shop, and then lingered to ex-
change comments on issues of the day,
important or minor.

The store has been a clearing house
for news, rumors, gossip, views and opin-
ions, expressed in both Spanish and English',
or pure Conch talk.

, Situations were laughed about, or
criticized. Lively discussions created -'
a sort of bilingual club where all types
of humanity met and communicated.

I am only one of legions who regret
the passing of Carlos Food Center with
its contrasting continental and provincial
atmosphere, and above all I'll miss the
warm and welcoming attitude of the staff.

IN SAYING ADIOS, there is one glimmer
of hope for a continuan.ce of the friendly
tradition', so long an integral part of
the center scene.

The recently established sandwich .
shop will continue to serve homemade food
and will even expand the menu.

In addition, the building will be
partitioned into a variety of separate
shops.

The oft-quoted, phrase can be applied
— "The old order changeth, and giveth
place to new." ' T H E B N D

AN AMPHIBIAN ADVENTURE

MY WALLED PATIO garden contains a
small pond, approximately six feet square,
with a tall palm tree growing out of the
middle. When I moved here, the pond was
full of tadpoles, and I was delighted to
discover that the garden contained a few
attractive tree frogs that warbled gently
like songbirds during the day. This
prompted me to encourage the tadpoles to
survive, become tree frogs, and keep'my
garden free of insect pests.

After a time, however, croaking began
at night, becoming so loud and persistent
that it became difficult to sleep. Several
wakeful nights persuaded me to clean out
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the pool or any remaining tadpoles. Witn
the help of a flashlight I began searching
for frogs at night, capturing them by
hand. Those taken were tossed into a
wetland off the property. Eleven frogs
were removed in June.

WE WERE NOW into the breeding season,
and settings of caviar-like eggs had con-
stantly to be removed from the pond.

Four goldfish were added to help out.
Breeding pairs of treefrogs were a large,
gray/green female with a much smaller
bright yellow or reddish brown male on
her back, clutching her firmly around the
neck. They were easy to catch as a pair,
being somewhat preoccupied, and when
tossed into the swamp, landed still con-
joined. Nine frogs were removed in July.

CAPTURE AND DISPOSAL of frogs would
quiet the area for a while,- but sooner
or later the noise returned. Many smaller
frogs began to appear, presumably from
the generation of tadpoles I had helped
along. The noise.increased and could now
be heard throughout the house. I doubled
my efforts to capture the celebrants.
Twenty-six frogs were removed in August.

The breeding season finished, and
the large females and eggs in the pond
disappeared. The number of small frogs
continued to increase, along with the
vqlume of the croaking, which now could
Be heard down the block. Twenty-four
frogs were removed in September.

NOW IT IS October first, and things
have been relatively quiet for a week or
so; a little warbling by day, an occasion-,
al croak at night. At breakfast tlje
other morning, however, I saw a large
female scamper up the trunk of the palm
tree in pursuit of a small male. Even
so, I am confident that continued absence
of eggs in the pond promises me eventual
triumph. Seventy frogs were removed
during June through September.

The four goldfish have trebled in "
size.

Sleep comes easier, again.

by Thomas M. Beck
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Who's Right?
LAST SUMMER Monroe County Sheriff

William (Billy) Freeman announced a new
policy for the department that would re-
quire all his employees to take lie-de-
tector tests and file annual financial
disclosure statements. Predictably, many
employees protested, and the constitu-
tionality of the order is now being ar-
gued in court.

When the controversy hit the papers,
the sheriff's side of the story was the
only one heard. One reason was that there
is a department policy against employees
speaking to the press. Another is that
the public seemed to think it knew the
other side of the story already. "The
only ones against it are the ones with
something to hide," was an often-expressed
opinion.

THE DEPUTY we talked to said that
although he has nothing to hide, he'll
resign his position before buckling un-
der to what he believes is a violation
of his human rights. "Murderers and
rapists have the right to refuse to take
the polygraph," he said. "I just want
the same right extended to me."

That deputy has been in law enforce-
ment for almost 20 years. He watched the
progress of civil rights in this country
in the 1960's and said he agrees with the
decisions. "This (polygraph policy) is
a step backward. The sheriff is trying
to take away human rights rather than add
to them. If I have to lose my job for a
principle, I'll just have to lose my job."

FREEMAN EXPLAINED his position this
way: "It's incumbent on me to make a
substantial effort to select those person-
nel who can be reasonably expected to
maintain a high standard of conduct and
performance. If the sheriff is negligent

by failing to conduct proper background
investigations or negligent in retaining
an employee who's unqualified to serve,
then the sheriff can be held liable.
Since deputies are empowered to make ar-
rests and carry firearms, it behooves a
sheriff to do all in his power to ensure
that only those persons reasonably fit
to perform in this context are appointed
or retained."

THE DEPUTY had no argument with that
statement, and agrees that the sheriff
has the right to require polygraph examina-
tions of all new employees. Eight or
nine new employees have already been
hired under the new policy, and all un-
derwent polygraph tests and psychological
exams.

"I think it's fine for new employees
to be required to take the test," said
the deputy. "They've got a choice. They
take it or they look for work somewhere
else. I have no choice. I either take
it or I'm fired. That's not a choice.
I don't buy it. If we give in on this,
what's to keep him from searching our
homes with no warrant? Everybody in the
country has a right to refuse to take a
lie-detector test except the people in
my position. I'm not a second-class
citizen. I think I should at least have
the same rights a criminal has." '

SHERIFF FREEMAN said, "What was on
my mind when I started this was to give
the public assurance that they've got an
honest police force. It serves the pub-
lic interest. Even a hint of police cor-
ruption endangers respect for the law.
The bottom line was to raise the stand-
ards of the sheriff's office, to get out
of dark ages thinking."

THE DEPUTY SAID, "If somebody wants
to please the public at my expense, I'm
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KEY WEST TACO C O .
208 DUVAI ST. ?01 DUVAI STREET

sorry. No. I don't buy i t . If the
sheriff has probable cause to think one
of his employees is engaged in illegal
activity, okay. Let him show probable
cause and ask for a polygraph. But don1

take away my freedom of choice just be-
cause I'm a deputy."

Said Freeman: "I strongly feel the!
public's right to an honest law enforce-i
ment agency overshadows or is paramount '•
to those individual rights. The conduct'
of a law officer can't be just as good
as an ordinary citizen. I t has to be
better. He has to set an example. If
you want to smoke pot, for example, ther<
are plenty of other jobs available. A
man should know what is expected of him
before he starts a job."

" I t ' s not easy working under these
conditions," said the deputy. "We've got
no civil service board to appeal to. We
can't go to the career service council
the other county employees have. We're
at the mercy of the sheriff."

"SEVERAL OF.THE men have come to me
and asked me if they could go ahead and
take the test and get i t over with," sai<
Freeman. "I told them I couldn't give i!
to them because the court has this in-
junction on i t . Now there's a violation
of rights, I think. When a man wants to
take i t and can ' t ."

"Sure, some have already volunteered
said the deputy. "And that ' s fine. Evei
person will have to make up his own mind
on th is . But the question i s , who can
afford to fight for the principle? Then
a lot on the l ine. A man who has a famr
ily and no other way to support them won
fight too hard if i t ' s ' jus t ' a principlf
I'm not made that way. There's an awful
lot at stake here. But I can't give in
t O t h i S - " THE END
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by Bud Jacobson

YOU CAN DRIVE the highway from Key
West to Miami today in about 3% hours —
barring accidents and bridges jammed in
the open position -- but you're missing
a great deal of the romance and oldtime
adventure, back-breaking though it may
have been, when it was literally an all-
day trek in the tradition of the pioneers,
back in the early 19 30is.

Charles J. Curry, now retired after
a distinguished career in the federal
civil service at the Key West Naval Base
where he won several commendations, was
one of the many local young men who got
much-needed employment in the Great De-
pression, building what is now known as
the Old State Road through the Florida
Keys, the original U.S. 1.

IN THOSE YEARS, Henry Flagler's
Florida East Coast Railroad was still -
puffing along, and the road more or less
ran alongside, interspersed by two car-
passenger ferry crossings that you had
to make if you wanted to make it to Miami
for the weekend.

Curry, who today serves as assistant
director of the county's Municipal Service
District, worked on a survey team with
Hal Lewinsky, building and laying out the
Old State Road, along with its numerous
wooden bridges over channels between the
Keys.

"You had to start out soon after
sunrise from Key West if you wanted to
get a place on the ferry at No Name Key,"
Curry recalled. '.'It was an, over-land and
over-water journey that, if you ever made
it, youia never forget."

FROM AN EARLY START, you'd be lucky
to reach Miami around 12 hours later,
maybe a little sooner of course, depend-
ing much on how the weather was for those
f:rr- crrr.-in^-.

Black-painted boxy-styled Fords and
Chevies made up the small local population
of automobiles, unlike today'.s clogging
of the streets and byways with trucks,
vans, buses, motorcycles and what-have-
you.

You would drive out of Key West and
• cross" the first wooden bridge to Stock

Near where King's Point Marina is
now was the next wooden bridge, and that
led to the western end of the old Boca
Chica road. Meanwhile, the railroad line
followed the"line of the present highway,
to the north of the Old State Road,

Along you drove on the Boca Chica
road, passing Luther Pinder's fishing

One of the aar ferries photo
Island, then the area for the main stock-
yards supplying us with livestock, chick-
ens, hogs, etc., and the road would veer
in a southeasterly direction, along the
route of what is now Maloney Avenue.

CARS WOULD RUMBLE and creak over
the blacktopped marl roads trailing pow-
dery dust and gasoline fumes. Nobody
complained much about pollution in those
days. They were lucky to have cars.

courtesy of Monroe County Public Library

camp on the left and heading east near
the ocean shoreline,.

HENRY FLAGLER'S iron-horse, the P.E.C,
railroad, would be huffing, puffing and
chuffing into town across another of its
viaducts, making for the terminal at
Trumbo Point, now the site of Naval of-
ficers' housing. The late Kingman Curry,
chief baggage argent for the P.E.C, was
on hand for the arrivals;
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Key West, Florida
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Phone 234-71100

You rattled along Boca Chica road
to the east side of Geiger Key, approxi-
mately near the little fishing shack you
pass by on the way to the Tamarac Park
subdivision.

This wooden bridge was different,
though.

The construction crews would begin
work at the land side on each end of the
bridge and aim toward the middle, over
water.

There was a little miscalculation
on this one, and when they got within
shouting distance they found out they
were several yards out-of-line, so they
had to insert a dogleg in the middle to
hook up,

"It was the only bridge that jogged,"
Curry said.

THE EASTERNMOST END of that bridge
connected near the southern side of Sugar-
loaf Key, and if you stop your car on the
ocean-side of the highway near Keevan1s
construction area and look south over the
mangrove-fringed islands, you will be
able to see one of the last remaining
vestiges of the Old State Road. It's a
white, sandy gouge amid the greenery,
along a slight bluff.

If your car can take a lot of punish-
ment and a few assorted scratches, you
can reach that remote, secluded point,
populated by waterfowl and exotic birds,
by approaching it from the other end.
Take SR 939, the T-intersection at U.S. 1
across from the Sugarloaf Lodge, a- fol-
low that well-paved road south until it
branches off. Take the right branch
which meanders on a westerly course,
crosses a concrete bridge, and continues
into a wild area. You•11 hit the dead
end, but there you drive around a couple
bumps and obstacles and you'll come to the
marl-topped Old State Road. It is so
narrow-gauge that only one car can wind
through the tangled bushes, wildflowers
and trees, driving no more than 5 mph.

WHEN YOU REACH the end, you'll see
the wooden planks and supports of the
old wrecked bridge,. Look to the right,

DAILY SPECIALS |
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and in the distance you'll see modern-
day U.S. 1 with trucks, cars and vans
passing along.

Anyway, back to the old road as it
ran along the shoreline of Sugarloaf,
past what was once the late Rep.> Bernie
C. Papy's estate and some other beautifu
ly secluded properties with hundreds of
yards of white sand and rustling palms.
None of them lavish, but all of them
totally comfortable,

YOU KEEP ON heading in an easterly
direction over what now becomes a bumpy,
pitted old road, and it leads to U.S. 1
at Capt. Eddie's Fish Basket restaurant
and beer bar. It qrosses the highway
there (which was the railroad line in
the 1930's) and veers right, so that now
you're on the Gulf side of the highway.

It follows the old railroad line
(the highway) and crosses to Cudjoe-Key,
then to Summerland, where it hits Johnson'
Point, an old fishing camp, and the wood-
en bridge there is. revealed by a wooden
abutment.

RIGHT HERE, Curry recalls, the
bridge angle apparently took off in a
more northerly direction to Ramrod Key,
the Torches and then to the northern
corner of Little Torch, crossed the Big
Pine channel and hooked up with what is
now Watson road. The stretch you're on
now ran straight across Big Pine Key from
west to east, and curved to join the wood-
en bridge to No Name Key, replacing-char-
acter and personality with anonymous con-
crete.

Big Pine was sparsely settled in the'
1930's, with most of the people living
near the railroad and clustered around
the late famous Big Pine Inn, once a popu-
lar hangout for booze runners from Cuba
and railway workers.

"You tried to get to the ferry dock
at No Name by around 9 or 9:30 in the
morning, otherwise you were in for an
all-day stay with the mosquitoes," Curry
said.

THE TALL, high-waisted ferry boat
was steam-powered and billowed black '
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smoke from her stack. She made fairly
good speed even loaded with 40 to 50 cars
and passengers. Two of the skippers on
the ferry line, Curry recalled, were
Capt. Bootie Roberts and his brother,
Verrill, both from Key West, along with
other local crew members.

"It was a social day out on the
water, when the weather was right. There
was food and refreshments and even the
slot machines got some action."

THE FERRY HEADED into open water on
the north side of wha't is now Sunshine
Key and Bahia Honda, passing far to the
north of Pigeon Key, All the time, you
could see the railroad in the distance.
About 11 a.m. you'd land'at Hog Key, the
westernmost end of what is now Marathon
(Key Vaca). In the meantime, the ferry
from Hog Key to No Name would pass with
its returning passengers. The ferry dock
was near where the S'even Mile Grill is
located today.*

"We'd get in the car'at Hog Key and
drive off onto the Old State Road, follow-
ing the railroad line, more or less, up
to the next ferry landing at Grassy Key.
You can see the road easily from the high-
way today, "

From Grassy Key yould make the second
crossing to Lower Matecumbe, another \h.
hour trip.

WHEN THE KILLER HURRICANE of '35
ripped into the Florida Keys on the Labor
Day weekend, it literally tore apart the
railroad bed, the rails, ties, everything
all through the middle and upper Keys,
drowning over 400 people, most of whom
were railroad workers brought in for jobs
during the Depression.

After the wind and water died down,
Key West and the Keys were isolated from
the world.

The ferry service finally got back
to work, even though one of them was sunk
and the other beached by the storm.

It was evident then to the govern-
ment that the only way out of the mess was
to construct a new highway on the founda-
tion of the railroad line.
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ONE OF THE lasting signs of that
killer storm you can see today on the
bay side of the Indian Key fill. It's
the twisted skeletal finger of a rail
section that had been wrenched apart and
then hurled with mighty force into the
bay bottom near the highway, point first.
Today if s a favorite perch for pelicans
and cormorants.

It wreaked damage in the millions
and killed hundreds, that storm, but it
also resulted in hundreds of jobs for
poor people in the Keys.

"For years we worked on that high-
way over the railroad line, built bridges,
including the Seven Mile Bridge. I was
stationed there at Pigeon Key for two and
a half years during construction," Curry
remembered.

THEY USED what was left of the rail-
road lines for bridge railings, and a
young construction man on the job, Leo
(Sully) Sullivan, had the bright idea
for rigging a platform that would run
along wheels in the grooves of the rail-
road lines. The platform moved easily
up and down the Seven Mile Bridge by
means-of pulleys and wheels, holding the
maintenance men who did the never-ending
repairs to the structure. In later years
Sully ran an ironmongery shop near the
Fisherman's Cafe on Caroline Street.

The car-passenger ferry, after the
storm, made its overwater passage from
No Name Key all the way to Lower Mate-
cumbe. Eventually the county closed it
down.

The old road itself on Key Largo
for many years ran up to Card Sound,
where it crossed wooden bridges and then
headed into Miami.

"It was about 7 p.m. when you got
there, and it had been a long days
traveling," Curry concluded.

THE END
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Now In Key West

editorial by Bill Westray

THE NEW AQUEDUCT PIPELINE

ON FEBRUARY 6, 1979, the Florida Keys
Aqueduct Authority (FKAA) plans to ask
the voters of Monroe County by referendum
to approve a $53,225,000 loan and revenue
bond issue at 5 percent per annum from
the Farmer's Home Administration (FmHA)
of the U.S. Department of Agriculture.

This loan would be used, to build a
new 36"-30"-24" water pipeline from Flor-
ida City to Key West. (The pipeline
would be 36" in diameter between Florida
City and Key Largo, 30" from Key Largo to
Marathon, and 24" on down to Key West.)
It would also expand water treatment and
pumping facilities at Florida City, re-
finance some, $11,325,000 in bonded in-
debtedness, and provide a $2,150,000 con-
tingency fund.

ACCORDING TO Claude Gehman, Executive
Director of FKAA, the new pipeline would
permit the shutdown of the present de-
salination plant at Stock Island, the
Reverse Osmosis (R. O.) plant at Rock
Harbor, and five intermediate pumping
stations, thereby saving $2,718,000 per
year. Redemption of over $11 million in
bonds would save an additional $781,000
per year, according to Gehman. These
savings would be as follows:

Desal shutdown
R.O. shutdown
Pump Stations shutdown
Bond Savings

$1,718,000
319,000
681,000
781,000i U J . / \J \J \J

TOTAL ANNUAL SAVING$3,499,000

The $53,225,000 FmHA loan is scheduled
to be repaid over 38 years at $3,155,403.05
a year. Thus, based on Gehman's projected
reductions, $343,596.95 in annual net
savings might be achieved. These savings
might be used to reduce the water rate by
about $0.14 per thousand gallons.

IN REVIEWING the projected savings
presented by Gehman; we found the cost of

. operating the desal plant th is past year
was $1,759,270, including the fuel costs
from which the Fuel Adjustment (F.A.) sur
charges are computed and added to the
monthly water b i l l s .

Further review of the projected sav-
ings and costs being presented by FKAA
causes us to feel that they are consider-
ably over-simplified. We find i t diffi-
cult to believe that spending $53,225,000
at an annual amortization rate of over,
$3 million can rea l ly be more than offset
by projected savings. Part of the FKAA
savings plan is to shut down completely
the desal plant , the R.O. plant and all
five intermediate pumping stat ions at a
100 percent cost savings. If any of thes|
shutdown f a c i l i t i e s are to be maintained
in an emergency standby s ta tus , they will
probably have significant annual mainten-
ance and exercise costs .

FKAA SAYS i t i s designing i t s new
pipeline for 13.5 million gallons per
day (MGD) with no intermediate pumping
sta t ions . Eliminating the l a t t e r will
save considerable money, but the Florida ,
City wellfield, treatment f ac i l i t i e s and j
high service pumps are to be expanded fron
about 6.15 MGD to 13.5 MGD. I t cost an
average of about $1.09 per thousand to
produce the 6.15 MGD at Florida City in
the l a s t Fiscal Year. The FKAA projected
cost figures do not include any allowance
that we can find for the cost of addition-i
al production at Florida City. i

FKAA says i t expects to produce abouij
10.17 MGD, or about 4 MGD additional when
the new pipeline is completed. On a
straight l ine basis the increased cost of
production would be about $4360 per day
or over $1.5 million per year. FKAA says \
i t expects to s e l l about 1 MGD of,.water
at $3.56 per thousand to Ocean Reef and
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other Key Largo customers presently served
by private R.O. plants thereby producing
about $1.3 million additional revenue;
however, we find it difficult to believe
that 1850 residents of Key Largo can con-
sume much more than 200,000 gallons of
water per day or produce more than $260,000
additional revenue per year.

READING THE FmHA letter of loan con-
ditions reveals several significant cost
factors that we do not find included in
the FKAA projected figures. The first
provides that FmHA will not close, that
is, convey any money until the pipeline
is completed and the general contractor,
all sub-contractors, and the attorney .
have been paid in full. The second is
that the FKAA must obtain interim financ-
ing by borrowing from commercial sources
to finance the entire construction pro-
gram. Even the $11,325,000 bond debt
will not be refinanced until the work, is
complete. So we will have construction
loans of up to $3 8 to $40 million to pay
interest on at commercial rates from pri-
vate lenders for about two years or more,
as well as the interest and principal of
$781,000 per year on the present bonds.
There is also provision for an increase
in the expected interest rate of 5 percent.

AN ELUSIVE FACTOR that doesn't seem
to have been cranked into the pipeline
equation at all is the prospect of a new
4 MGD demonstration desalination plant
utilizing waste heat from the City Elec-
tric System (CES) 37-megawatt steam tur-
bine generating plant at Stock Island.
We think that energy recovery systems to
convert waste heat into .usable products.
are vital in today's energy deficient
world. But if 4 MGD of water is to be
produced by this means at Key West, the
entire problem may have to be reexamined
from a financial and engineering stand-
point. • .

AS WE REVIEWED the engineering stud-
ies and other data associated with the
pipeline project, the figure of 19 to 19.5
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MG,D as a design objective kept cropping
up in the base data. We have been per-
suaded that, the 36"-30"-24" pipeline can
handle 13.5 MGD,out of Florida City at
about 250 pounds per square inch'(PSI)
and deliver 6 MGD into Key West at 30 PSI,
•without intermediate pumping stations.
However, this same pipeline could handle
about 19 to 20 MGD from Florida City and
deliver proportionate increases down the
line with the addition or retention of
one or more pumping stations. In fact,
the hydraulic capacities of the new pipe-
line—with intermediate pumping stations
at a velocity of 7 feet per second (FPS)
would be 26 MGD for 36", 18 MGD for 30"
and 11.5 MGD for the 2 4" diameter pipe.
The proposed pipeline then would have the
potential of supporting three times the
present population of Monroe County.

WE HAVE NOT REACHED a firm judgment
on the proposed pipeline question at this
time. A group of us of varied disciplines
will be continuing our investigations and
studies and will report further in a later
issue. We have attempted in'this article
to report as many facts as we can and to
raise some questions that bother us and
for which we are still seeking answers.
Our early feeling is that we need some
kind of new pipeline, but that the speci-
fic pipeline planned may be, larger than
necessary.

WE BELIEVE that the old Navy pipeline
is seriously deteriorated in exposed areas,
but that the $26 million in grants for
pipeline replacement on the new bridges
will correct many of the worst sections
of the present line. We feel that the
proposed new 36"-30"-24" line could be
financed out of revenue at a water rate
about half way between the present basic
rate of $3.56 per thousand and the cur-
rent cost to consumers of about $4.00 per
thousand with Fuel Adjustment added. This
project as planned will ultimately cost
the people of Monroe County over $120 mil-
lion with principal and interest, a stag-
gering amount for our population to under-
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write. It is vitally urgent that FKAA be
totally frank in all its presentations on
this subject.

We feel that the referendum election
on the pipeline will be a very close de-
cision. If it is to succeed, it must be
convincingly justified and supported by
full and absolute candor on the part of
the Aqueduct Authority staff and board.

Fascell Interview
MEMBER OF THE Congress continuously

since his election in 1954j Dante Fasaell
has labored long for the interests of
Monroe County as well as Bade County.
His assignments include the Committees on
International Relations and on Government
Operations^ The following, is an edited
version of an interview by B.G, Carter
with Congressman Dante B. Faseell. It
was made in the Congressman's office in
Washington on Monday* 11 September.

CARTER—Congressman, someone has said
that Monroe County has not only more
bridges than any other county in the
United States but also more problems.
What has happened in the co-ordination
of the pursuit of the drug traffic in
the Keys?

FASCELL—Basically what we've done is to
urge the Administration to make as much
available in terms of manpower, equipment,
or any other thing that's necessary to
deal with the problem. Everybody knows
how drastic the situation is in terms of
Florida's being a port of entry, parti-
cularly the Keys. We want it stopped.

CARTER—Will this be a continuing program
or just something that will garner head-
lines for a year and then disappear?

FASCELL—No, it's a continuing program.
It started when I was successful in get-
ting the regional office of the Drug En-
forcement Agency (DEA) located in South

Florida. We have had excellent response
(sometimes not so fast as we would like) ,
but they're working their hearts out.
They have assigned more men and more
equipment. This is an ongoing program
because it's obvious that the problem will
not disappear.

CARTER—Some people have said that there
has been an absence of co-ordination among
the several agencies — the DEA, the Coast
Guard, and even the Air Force. Not long
ago a presumed carrier flew over Cuba and
was tracked by Homestead Air Force Base.
Then there was no equipment available for
the pursuit. What co-ordination will the
new program offer?

FASCELL—There is always a problem when
several agencies are involved, but we
hope that this kind of example will not
recur. We've asked for a loan of air-
craft, and they now are being outfitted
specially so that they can be used in this
kind of work. „ More personnel have been
assigned by Customs. We are receiving
help.

CARTER—On replacement of the bridges, it
seems that the last chapter has now been
written with recent presidential approval.
But was there not some difficulty regard-
ing the appropriation preceding the auth-
orization? Has this now been removed,
and have we now the money?

FASCELL—All the funds have been appro-
priated, and there is enough money to
continue the program for this particular
year. The authorization bill has not
passed yet, but we expect it to be adopted
soon.

CARTER—Many questions that face Monroe
County touch upon economic matters. Of
the unanswered questions, perhaps the
chief one is the Naval Air Station. Since
your radio statement of the 12th of May
when you reported your and the two sena-

tors ' conversation with the Secretary of 1
the Navy, what has happened on the stat

FASCELL—Two things have happened pri-
marily. One has been the internal study
which must be conducted by the Navy,
other is. the impact study which is re-
quired by law when the military is con-
sidering the closing of a base. These
two studies are going forward, and we're
waiting the results of these studies and
a determination by the Navy.

It would be very easy to put it on
an economic basis from a naval standpoin-
All that's necessary is to transfer more ]
units there. As I've told the Navy many,i
many times, it is just as easy to move j
units to Boca Chica as to move them away.*!
The Navy hasn't saved a single dollar by ]
moving units from Key West — ever.' ,

But, until the Navy decides to move
more units into Boca Chica, we remain on
the hit list. It happens every year in
the review of the budget when they have
to look at their shore establishment and
decide what they can do to offset cuts in
their budget. When they have a base that*
doesn't have enough units, from a military
standpoint they can. t justify it. This, :<
notwithstanding the fact that Key West |
the finest military location in my judge-1
ment on the Eastern seaboard for that typ̂
of work.

But we made it clear that if Boca
Chica is not put on an operational basis,
then we don't want it to go on a standby
basis or to close and just sit on it. We
expect the Navy absolutely to make that
property available for the economic bene-
fit of the people in Monroe County.

CARTER—One of the strongest aspects of
the news release was that you gave the
Navy, in effect, only two alternatives
— to return it to the local community or
to full, sustainable operation.

FASCELL—Those alternatives are proper
If the Navy is considering right now
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SL-210
Wanuat FG servo belt-drive turn-
table. Full-integration FG servo
control applies corrective torque
quickly and smoothly, maintaining
wow and flutter al 0.045%
WRMS. High-quality molar and
resonance-damping base mate-
rial" contribute to low rumble of
-70 dB DIN a. Illumtnated strob-
oscope and independent variable
pitch controls permit fine speed
adjustment. Gimbal-suspension
tonearm with low bearing friction,
universal-type headshell. Front-
panei controls for operating con-
venience. Base and dust cover
included.
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SL-235
Multi-disc FG servo belt-drive
turntable. Full-integration FG
servo control applies torque
quickly and smoothly, contributing
to low wow and flutter — 0.045%
WRMS. Rumble -70dB DIN B. In
"multi-disc" (changer) mode, can
play up to six records in se-
quence, with optional repeat of
last record. Illuminated strobo-
scope and independent variable
pitch controls permit fine speed
adjustment. Gimbal-suspension
tonearm with low bearing friction.
universal-type -detachable head-
shell. Front-panel controls for op-
erating convenience. Reson-
ance-damping base fights feed-
back. Hinged, detachable dust
cover.

SL-15O0MK2
Quartz phase-locked direct drive
turntable. Quartz controlled pitch
adjustment within range of
±9.9%. Digital LED speed read-
out and stroboscope- Wow and
flutter 0.025% WRMS. Rumble
- 73 dB DIN B. Long tonearm pro-
vides excellent tracking charac-
teristics and reduced skating ef-
fect- Tonearm bearing friction 7
rng (lateral and vertical). Double
isolated suspension and special
base materials afford outstanding
resistance to feedback. Enor-
mous torque for quick start-up
and superb load and transient
characteristics. Tanearm height
adjustable to accommodate dif-
ferent cartridge dimensions.

RS-616
Front-loading stereo cassette
deck with Dolby* noise reduction.
Wow and flutter 0.07% WRMS.
Frequency response 30-15,000
Hz-with C1D2 and FeCr tape. S/N
ratio with Dolby in: 66 dB. Sepa-
rate, 3-position bias and equaliza-
tion selectors. LH record/playback
head and double-gap ferrite erase
head. "Cue and Review" helps
find desired selection. Rewind
Auto-Play. Precision tevel meters.
Vartical-hold tape transport with
soft load/unload action. Mlc/llne
input selector. Full auto-stop sys-
tem.

'Dolby is a Mdemailt ol Doby Laboratories, Inc.

SU-7700
Stereo integrated amplifier. 50
watts perchannel, minimum RMS
at 8 ohms, from 20-20,000 Hz,
with no more than 0.08% total
harmonic distortion-. Pure-
complementary OCL power
amplifier with current-mirror
loaded differential amplifier.
Phono S/N ratio 78 dB. Subsonic
filter in phono equalizer. 2-way
tape-to-tape dubbing. Direct-
reading power meters with sen-
sitivity selector. 11-detent bass
and treble controls with "defeat"
at center position. Multiple
circuit/speaker protection. Simu-
lated wood cabinet.

SB-6000A
Linear phase speaker system.
2-way, 2-speaker vented enclo-
sure design. 12" aramld fiber
blended iow-frequency cone
driver. IV4" high efficiency, soft-
dome high-frequency radiator.
Impedance: 6 ohms. Peak input
power 100 watts. Output level 91
dB/watt (1 meter). Frequency
range 39-22,000 Hz.

RS-1700
Auto-reverse, 2-channel deck with single-capstan
Isolated Loop and 3-motor direct drive. Quartz phase
locked capstan control. Isolated Loop design pro-
vides low, constant tape tension. Wow and flutter
0.018% WRMS at 15 ips. Full IC logic control of
transport funciions. 6-head configuration with sepa-
rate heads for forward and reverse modes. Can be
set for reverse in record mode, or for continuous play
in playback mode. Variable pitch control. Real time
tape counter. Separate, 3-position bias and
equalization selectors.
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Merry Christmas From Us To You,

We're just a friendly, neighborly bar; no
flashy souvenirs. Our only overhead is
tropical fish tanks, cool ceiling fans (football
fans, too), & the nqurals. Drinking fans love
our 15 imported beers. Wines & cham-
pagnes. English darts, & bupnper pool .-.Hermit
crab races Wed. Eve. •

THE SANDCASTLE / Margaret & Southard
Four blocks east of Duval

INTERVIEW aontinued from page 18
ing the Base because it's not economically
justifiable, then on what rationale can
it be held half-open or half-closed? It's
just not right; furthermore, it's not fair
to the local community.

CARTER—Another economic question — a
very important one for future development
— relates to the request by the Aqueduct
Authority to the Farmers Home Administra-
tion (FHA) for a loan that would permit
the construction of a new pipeline. Do
we know anything new about the probable
approval of this loan?

FASCELL-7At present it is just making its
progress through the FHA, hopefully for
approval. The problem with the pipeline
is, of course, the same problem that we
had with the bridges. It is the largest
case of its kind that has ever gone to the
federal government. On the bridges/ for '
example, when we sought $109 million of
federal funds, the entire bridge replace-
ment program for the whole country was
only $75 million. So it was a little
tough convincing people that we should
have $109 million for one county.

And we have the same problem with
the pipeline. There are no programs where-
by a local unit of government can obtain
grant money for the construction of a
water pipeline. The only program that
we've been able to find is this loan pro-
gram through the Farmers Home Administra-
tion. But there again the amount of
money involved is greater than for any
other single project that the FHA has
had anywhere in the country.

But the concessional terms — the
length of years- and the low rate of in-
terest •— do make it attractive. How-
ever, assuming that the FHA were to ap-
prove the loan, it would still be subject
to a referendum of the people in Monroe
County. Now, if the people in Monroe
County turn down the referendum, then
I don't know what they will do for water.

CARTER—There is a continuing debate con-

cerning preservation and development.
Very often it becomes a straight taking
of sides rather than the seeking of a
joint program that might both preserve
and provide for development. Some wou]
be concerned that this new pipeline mic
become the Trojan horse which, if ap-
proved, would permit much more intense
development even with the land-use plar
that Monroe County intends to have.
there any provision that could.remove
the fear that this new pipeline might 1
used too much for intensive development

FASCELL—I don't know anything as far
as the pipeline itself is concerned. 1
question of use of water as an inhibitc
of population growth is a matter of lot
decision. Nobody else can make that d«
cision. But it certainly doesn't seem
proper to me to deny existing populati<
the water that it needs. And also, tlu
existing-pipeline is extremely old. H
not economical to keep, repairing it foi
very long. Sooner or later something
must be done about it.

When you add alL. of the elements,
some move has to be made with respect \
water. Now, how much future potential
do you want in terms of water, and will
that attract a lot of people down there
I really can't say. The Keys are grow:
theyi re fantastic. People like the sur
the weather, the fishing, the swimming<
and everything that goes with Keys' li|
I think they will come anyway, and thei
will be a water problem, regardless.

It will be one of the most diffi-i
cult decisions on a day-to-day basis..'
We've seen evidences of the community
trying to make that decision every day;
But you have the same problem with elec
tricity and with waste.

What's happening in Monroe County;
the same thing that's happening in any;
growth area. Where do you achieve a
proper balance between saving the thin?
that brought you there in the,first pic
and taking care of everybody who "wants
to come there? A lot of places are ex?
periencing this difficulty. I•agree tt
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the answer-lies in joint making of deci-
sions and not in simply taking sides at
one end or the other. The answer lies in
trying to arrive at a reasonable conclu-
sion that everybody can accept.

CARTER—One issue that would interest
people who enjoy watching reefs and par-
ticularly those in the Lower Keys con-
cerns Looe Key. In mid-July the National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
(NOAA) announced a review of the results
of the evaluation of coral reefs. This
postponed, at least, the designation of
Looe Key as a marine sanctuary. Have
you general thoughts about the designa-
tion or the preservation of the coral
reefs?

FASCELL—I think that it is absolutely
essential to preserve the coral reefs.
Not only.are they the only coral reefs
on the Eastern seaboard, but they are the
real basis of the food chain which' makes
it possible for the fishermen to live.
To destroy the reef and say that it won't
affect the fishermen is just absolutely
not justified. I can understand the
feelings with respect to commercial fish-
ing. I certainly respect them and have
tried to support them in every way, but
it is absolutely essential that we pre-
serve the reefs.

CARTER—Another matter of economic sig-
nificance for people in the Keys is the
payment in lieu of taxes on federal lands.
You have championed it steadfastly. Would
it be fair to expect the approval of your
current efforts?

FASCELL—As you know, we were successful
in obtaining a payment in lieu of taxes
for those federal lands which are within
Monroe County. What we're trying to do
now is to have a payment for State-owned
lands which were eventually turned over
to the federal government.
CARTER—In view of the nearness of ad-
journment, will you continue to press
for this appropriation?,
FASCELL—Absolutely. We're doing our

best now to have it this year, but chances
right now are rather slim, because Con-
gress will try to adjourn by the middle
of October. But if the bill doesn't pass,
I'll certainly introduce it next year.
(It was not passed during this session.
--Ed.)

CARTER—Many people frequently see tour-
ism as the boom of the Keys. Others, in-
cluding some who have had experience in
tourism, see it as a bane because of the
absence of skills in tourism that would
permit employees to have high salaries,
Have the Keys any alternatives to tour-
ism which might not be perceived by local
people at the present time?

FASCELL—I think that the alternatives
are perceived, but there are problems.
You have to recognize that the Keys have
been in transition — first, because of
growth, tremendous growth. Secondly, the
economy which was produced by the Navy
steadily has been declining. The Keys
have had to adjust, and they have adjust-
ed extremely well.

One of the essential and obvious
things is that the Keys have had to di-
versify their economy. They have begun
to do that. Now the easiest thing to
begin diversification was tourism. They
have done very well, and probably there
is still some potential there.

But there are other areas that could
be developed. One reason why we fought
so hard to have the excess naval property
turned over to the community was so that
the community could use it for its eco-
nomic benefit. I think now of the area
around the old submarine base.

And there are other possibilities.
Key' West is a natural in terms of those
kinds of industries of high skill, for
example, oceanographic industries. These
could bring additional skills and addi-
tional economic benefit to Key West.
They ought to and probably are ibeing
explored.

But Key West and Monroe County can-
not rely totally on tourism( They must
diversify in addition to that. THE END
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Tenant Association by Sheldon Ramsdell
and Jean—Louis
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PRESSURE IS GROWING in Key West for
the organization of tenants groups, con-
cludes Ms. Yvonne Leon of Legal Services
of the Florida Keys, 600 White Street,
Key West (294-5675) . Tenant and landlord
problems are increasing as Key West be-
comes an ever more popular place to live
and visit.

"We must indeed all hang together,
or most assuredly, we shall all hang
separately," Benjamin Franklin remarked
at the beginning of the American Revolu-
tion, This still rings true today in the
Tenant revolution.

"Individually, tenants, like colonies,
are vulnerable. Landlords turn a deaf
ear to the complaints of the wronged
tenant and turn tyrant — the sentence —
eviction — should the renter dare demand
his due. But God help the landlord who
ignores the collective voice of his resi-
dents. George 3rd ignored that voice and
lost a nation. Louis XVI ignored it and
lost his head." So states the pamphlet
Bow To Form A Local Tenant Group, available
from the National Tenant Association, 1742
N St., N.W., Washington, DC 20036.

KEY WEST IS IN DANGER of losing its
elderly, middle class and service personnel.
Each group is caught in the bind of rising
rents, poor services and capricious land-
lords.

"We are afraid to complain about things
that need fixing, because the landlord may
use it as an excuse to raise rent, or worse,
eviction," said one retired gentleman at
the American Association of Retired Per-
sons (AARP) on White Street. "I would
rather make the repairs myself. Still
my rent just went up $25."

Retired people on fixed incomes are
especially- feeling the pinch. Florence
Morris, a member of AARP, says, "I own my
mobile home, but they are raising our

ground rate. It used to cost me $20 a
month, but today it is $100 a month, and*
I have to pay my own utilities. I,' 11 beJS
evicted if I can't keep up the payments,'!

WORKING AND SERVICE PEOPLE are
feeling the bite. John, "The CarpenterJ
of Caroline Street wondered aloud, "What!
will these landlords do for carpenters/
painters, roofers, gardeners and servicel
people if they keep jacking the rents upl
They want to drive us out so they can co|
mand high rents during the season,
is my last winter in Key West. I cannot!
afford to live here any longer."

Rundown efficiency apartments that
rented for $65 five years ago now rent
for $220. One tenant asserted, "In the
old days if there were violations of the 8
health and safety codes, we would cooperafH
with the landlord and clean them up. No
with new tenants paying higher rents, t
(tenants) go to the proper authorities
and maybe to court."

LOCAL RESTAURANT and small business
people are faced with keeping workers whi
cannot find or afford apartments. One
businessman is considering building his
own housing. This would bring back the
old company town and store custom where
the worker would be under the thumb of
his boss 24 hours a day.

Most working people in Key West oanj
not afford a lawyer and yet are not poorj
enough to qualify for Legal Services
(legal aid) . . ,!

ROBERT DUFFY, staff attorney for thd
Legal Services, explained, "It's a land-f
lord's market. There are very few, if
any, leases in.Key West."

"The market value is up," said a
William Street landlord. "It's a tourisl
trapI"

LUNCHEON CRUISE
Daily 12 Noon to 2 pm

The market may be up, but the product
remains the same.

. MOST RENTALS are a matter of verbal
agreement between landlord and tenant.
"Leases should be in writing, state the
rent, duration of term, addresses of
apartment and partners involved. If there
is no lease, it's a month-to-month tenancy
which can be terminated by either side by
a 15-day notice. One should have their
obligations and duties in writing," says
attorney Duffy.

ACCORDING TO THE Consumer Handbook
On The Landlord Tenant hot, available
from Legal Services or Florida Dept. of
Agriculture and Consumer Services, Talla-
hassee, FL 32304 (or call toll free 800-
342-3176), landlords are free to evict
tenants at the end of the rental period
upon proper written notice, and following
required statutory steps, if there is no
lease.

Crisis situations are always ripe for
organization. An organization of a city-
wide Tenants Association seems in the
offing for redress of grievances. City
officials and landlords will be asked to
look at the situation in terms of code
violations and high rents. Ms. Yvonne
Leon, paralegal worker of Legal Services,
is interested in getting together with.
those, interested in forming a Tenants
Association.

"We don't want to'run the show or
lead the Association, but something has
to be done," Yvonne explains. "Buildings,
or even blocks, of tenants can organize
themselves, meet and be briefed on their
rights and landlords' responsibilities.
Learn about eviction procedures, termina-
tion of verbal rental agreements, and
landlord-tenant obligations."

Even without a written lease which
contains specific obligations of landlord-
tenant responsibilities, tenants are
covered under Florida State Laws, speci-
fically section 83.40.

STATE LAW POINTS OUT: "The landlord
is responsible at all times during the
tenancy: 1) to comply with ail require-
ments of applicable building or health
codes, or, in the absence of these codes,
to maintain all structural components
(e.g. roofs, windows, floors, exterior
walls, etc.) in good repair; and to main-
tain the plumbing in reasonable working
condition. 2) Unless otherwise agreed in
writing, in addition to the above require-
ments, the landlord of a dwelling unit,
other than a single-family home or duplex,
shall also make reasonable provisions for
extermination of rats and bugs; supplying •
.locks and keys; removal of garbage; heat;
running and hot water. He must also main-
tain common areas in a clean and safe
condition."

IF TENANTS are living in apartments
that are in violation of health and safety
standards they may withhold a portion or
all of the rent. Tenants should first
consult with Legal Services, their tenant
Association, Florida Statutes, or the
Consumer Handbook On The Landlord Tenant
Aot, for the proper procedure.

In organizing a Tenants Association,
the best time is after a landlord has made
a severe increase in rents, drastically
reduced service, or made an unexpected
war on children or pets.

Building or block meetings should
be held to discuss the situation which
can lead to action and redress. Associa-
tions bring neighbors together and serve
a function of airing concerns and exper-
iences while organizing for action.

The "lay back" days of the casual and
lax relationships between landlord and
tenants may soon end in Key West. But one
should learn his rights and not be afraid
to demand proper treatment and care of
his high-priced home.

(Next month we will write about this
situation from the landlord's point of
U - - Ed-} THE END
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THE PERFECT CHRISTMAS GIFT!

THE CONCH

18K Gold with Enamel 14K Gold, Plain

14K with Diamonds

40° FrontSfreet 296-6324

/

VIKING QUEEN CRUISES
fine food and entertainment

for your enjoyment

EVENINQ CRUISE
Nightly 6:00 to 9:00 pm

Featuring every Friday and Saturday nights
the best Country Western group in the Keys:

The Monroe County Outlaws

DEPARTING FROM

Mallory Square Dock
FOR INFORMATION & RESERVATIONS WRITE OR CALL:

VIKING OF KEY WEST
P.O. BOX 4056

KEY WEST, FLORIDA 33040

(305)294-5689

GREEN KEYS
NURSERY

•;!(/*«•.

PRE-CHRISTMAS SPECIAL
10% OFF

ALL NURSERY STOCK
House and Garden Plants, Trees and Shrubs, Hanging Baskets

Reserve your Christmas tree NOW
6 - 8 foot Balsam and Scotch Pine

Direct from Vermont

Live Norfolk Pines

• COMPLETE LANDSCAPING SERVICE
Tree Pruning — We give estimates

All workers completely bonded and insured

Reserve now
for SOD delivery before Christmas
Complete line of fertilizers and pesticides, potting soil

GREEN KEYS NURSERY
(Under new ownership)

1329 William Street
(between South and United)

Mon.-Sat.8-S 296-5212
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JOGGING by John Hellen Illustrated by Ed Devi to.

PERHAPS THE two newest, and un-
doubtedly the best fads ever to sweep
the country, are jogging and its more
advanced cousin, running. Until only

. recently most people had viewed these
activities as either a penitential purg-
ing of excess pounds for predominately
overweight joggers/ or a masochistic
compulsion on the part of agony riddled
competitive runners.

Due in part to certain competitive
runners (particularly Prank Shorter and
his victory in the last Olympic marathon)
and to a novice throng of jogging doctors
and former heart patients, persons seen
hyperambulating along the public thor-
oughfare are no longer gawked at as if
they were fleeing the embarrassment of
appearing in public in what appeared to
be their underwear.

AS FADS GO, the jogging sensation
likely will never equal the hula-hoop
and frisbee because, although the latter
two are physically beneficial (some
waistline benefit must be gained from
the hula-hoop if one regards the slim-
ness of real hula dancers; the exercise
premium of the frisbee declines as con-
trol of the plastic discus is mastered' —
no short sprints to catch it when your
partner launches it direct to your hands
each throw), considerable energy and
some pain are necessary to jog. That
is why those who persevere in it will
take the jog from fad to institution in
this country.

TIME IS the arbitrary element that
differentiates jogging from running,
even though other factors are particular
to each. Generally, a pace quicker than
nine minutes per mile is considered run-
ning. Running requires an extraordinary
expenditure of muscle energy and an in-
take of up to'eight hundred per cent
more oxygen than when the runner is in
a resting position. The runner may go
much further than the jogger in a given
time span, although training experts and
cardiologists, who advocate jogging as
an antidote to, or recovery from, heart
attack, agree that the amount of time
spent in exercise, not the rapidity of
it, is what is beneficial.

FROM THIRTY MINUTES to an-hour of
mild exercise is a far better influence
on the heart and lungs than, say, five
vigorous minutes of jumping jacks.
Joggers often view their sport as a way
to gain or regain a plateau of health
acceptable to themselves. There are
numerous introductory programs and
strictly calibrated courses which the
person who would like to begin jogging
would do well to consult.

BASICALLY, these many day-by-day
work plans advocate "easy does it."
Most persons, when possessed of a new
interest, can hardly wait for results
and are eager to note their personal
progress in that area.*- In a properly
planned schedule fpr a novice, two to
three weeks will elapse before sore
muscles will allow him any view of pro-
gress, but in two months the improve- •
ments are stunningly apparent, i.e.
stronger legs, smaller stomach, lower
pulse rate and a happier opinion of
oneself.

TO SOMEONE unprepared physically to
jog, an overdose of mileage the first
few days could, through sore muscles or
abnormal heart stress, nip in the bud
a very beneficial and self-satisfying
sport. • "

Runners also, and particularly the
world-class Mercurys, are ever cautioned
about over training. Over training, as
is well documented in running publica-
tions , inevitably results in either in-
jury or staleness — the twin nemeses of

positively addicted runners.

OVER TRAINING is simply running too
far, too fast, too often. It is not
solely the sin of the avaricious medal
monger or the I-can-beat-anyone-on-the-
block egoist. It is a pattern that may
develop out"̂ )f being unaware of the •
subtle addiction that accompanies pro-
gress as a runner. It becomes every
bit as compulsive an urge as coffee,
nicotine, alcohol, or chocolate, although
the idea of someone being addicted is
not so bad when it's physical health
that is desired.

ONE CAN NOT remain healthy, how-
ever, if one is consistently plagued

with one or more of the litany of woes
that threaten the runner. Just the knee
and ankle joints alone are able to re-
ceive, at least two dozen different over-
stresses which render them unusable.

There are two knees and two ankles,
of which only one needs to be paining
to prevent the runner his run. There
are also two hip sockets, two sets of
upper leg muscles, two calves, two very
complex and temperamental Achilles
tendons, two support-demanding arches,
ten toes — ten fruity orbs always ripe
for the blight of the blister.

THERE ARE the buttocks and groin
encircled in the chafing war of the
athletic supporter. There is the lace-
work of interwoven primatial muscle
known as the lower back. The catalog
of minor miseries from running must
includ,e also pains in the stomach, pains
in the chest, pains about the neck and
shoulders, lung pains, heart palpitation
pains, rib-cage pains, and pains in the
butt.

Practically all of these maladies
result from over exertion and not heed-
ing bodily signals.

EVEN THOUGH the novice runner is
the most susceptible to any and all the
above quirks and kinks, runners well
advanced in the art of trouble-free
running are prone to be sidelined with
these or the most dangerous running
malady — staleness. Staleness is ex-
actly as it sounds: old-> unpalatable,
tedious from familiarity. It may be
equated with loss of interest. It
follows, usually, an intense, long per-
iod of training or a superlative indi-
vidual effort in a race. It bleaches
the running experience of its joy.

ONE VERY encouraging psychological
trend among today's legions of "neo-
harriers" is a kind of art for art's
sake attitude. Beyond health and blue
ribbons, firin physique and glory, other
motivational incentives keep many peo-
ple running. .

Some runners believe that within
the microcosmic reaches of DNA there is
a dominant gene that, if not suppressed
by civilized environment, would insure
the inheritance of man as a runner.
Cavemen did not simply saunter out of
the reach of dinosaurs, nor did they
just walk up to a water buffalo and
spear it: they ran — hard!

OTHER RUNNERS, perhaps with a pre-
disposition to mystic revelation, say.
they feel a mild transcendental aware-
ness, particularly after about an hour
of running; a meditative clarity that
focuses on not one thing but all things;
the hypnotic state of the mantra as ac-
complished by the fluid pattern of the
run.

Some runners, a bit skeptical per-
haps, dismiss the above state as mild
sun stroke, and go on to report that
their best creative thoughts come while
running, or answers to trivialities will
present themselves; common sense seems
to be more applicable to complex person-
al problems.

OTHER' ANSWERS to "Why in God•s name
do you run," range from simple direct
reasons such' as "to get away from the
wife for awhile," through evasive, shy
responses as, "Never was one to let the
grass grow under my feet."

Regardless of what individual rea-
sons runners have to explain their sport
the important fact is that they do run —
and to run is to insure good health. In
this class of runner we have been speak-
ing of there is an awareness of the
adequacy of the activity itself. Of
very little consequence to this group
are stop-watches, distances, faster and
slower runners or absolute exertion.
Competition is a foreign word, for the
only competition is with the self. The
self is the self's best friend, so run
slow, run fast, run-long, run short, run
to your mood self, run to your joy self,
run self, run float glide self, fly
self.

NO MATTER how many verbal accolades
the runner/jogger attributes to his ac-
tivity, persons never attempting a pro-
gram of jog/run are still skeptical (if
not as cynical as they were a decade
ago) of the sanity of the participants.
Some twelve years ago when this writer
was in high school, a carioad of my
contemporaries overtook me on a Massa-
chusetts country road. It was very
early spring, the temperature was a
very comfortable 40, but the road was
slushy from a recent snowstorm and re-
plete with puddles. Slowing up beside
me as I ran, the guys, all athletes
themselves, began a rather witless com-
mentary upon my zany occupation.

I could think of nothing to say
which would have refuted their pre-
conceived notions of my lunacy, so I
kept quiet. Their jibes continued for
a half mile or so, during which time I
was thoroughly splashed from the hips
to the toes with puddle water flung by
the car's tires. A partially full beer
can was tossed at me which I assume was
their opinion of what was a normal and,
yes, better activity for such a drizzly
day.

ATTITUDES TODAY are much more lenient
towards the runner, although only a
month ago, while I was 'climbing' Cow
Key bridge, a group about the same age
as my class-mates drove past me and one
of the group pointed a toy (I hope) gun
at me while the driver was able to elicit
a back fire from his car at the same
time. These instances serve only to
dramatize the polarity of runners and
riders.

Almost every runner has a few
stories' about careless motorists-, duty-
bound dogs or intransigent pedestrians,
but the stories are traded with laughs
-rather than with a holier-than-thou per-
secution backlash.

KEY WEST, although it offers no
hills, has several enjoyable 'runs' that
keep the jogger out of the motorized
public's way and provide long unbroken

stretches. The most obvious courses
are the bicycle paths along A1A and
North Roosevelt Boulevard. Depending
on the individual's program and level
of development, the bicycle paths, com-
pleted as a loop by First Street and
Bertha Street, offer a comfortable six-
mile circle, of which five miles are
right along the ocean where the breezes
and view are best.

The only dangerous parts of this
run are the delta-like intersections
at the approach to the Stock Island

ONE OF MY FAVORITE runs is the nar-
row gauge roadway, formerly U.S. 1,
hidden away on Sugarloaf Key. The first
mile or so of this run has precarious
footing, due to the heavily eroded
macadam, but further on the road remains
smooth. The absolute quietness of the
area is a pleasure, and if one is a
quiet runner much local fauna may be
seen.

The old road extends about three
miles where it dead-ends at what had
been a ferry depot, just east of Boca

bridge, the crossing at First Street and
North Roosevelt Boulevard, the Flagler
intersection at Bertha Street, and the
Sigsbee entrance at Kennedy Drive. It
is very likely that one's pace will be
interrupted at these intersections.

THE PALM-LINED dirt road parallel-,
ing A1A is an excellent short course
for those wanting only a brief workout.
It is about a mile and a half long and
considerably easier on the feet, ankles
and knees than cement sidewalks.

An excellent loop for beginners is .
the four-tenths of a mile circular drive
at Peary Court. Very little traffic
utilizes this loop except along the
western edge where a short cut for
traffic from Eaton Street to Southard
Street is allowed.

ONE MAY FIGURE two and a half laps
to the mile, and if fatigue sets in un-
expectedly , there is no long walk back
to the car or bicycle. The Peary Court •
run, despite a holocaust of glass shards
and housing rubble, takes,one past more
than twenty large shade trees of differ-
ent kinds, and one easily imagines a
family picnicking under each shady oasis,
were the area reclaimed into the park it
should be.

POSSIBLY THE BEST unencumbered run,
easiest on the legs, least restricting
in the feeling of openness, would be the
golf course on -Stock Island, As long as
the runner is an early riser so as not
to be a distraction to those using the
links for its intended purpose, and as
long as the runner is courteous of greens,
tees and traps, the golf course appears
as an ideal run. In New England many
multi-college cross-country races are
held partly or entirely on golf courses.

ANOTHER PERFECT open are'a for the
jogger would be the old Navy base. As
yet the facility is still off-limits to
the general public, but in time, its
wide avenues and lengthy sidewalks will
be another alternative for safe, enjoy-
able running. ,' , „ ,

Chica. The only distraction along this
course is an occasional motorcyclist,
for cars are impeded from driving here
by a mound of marl at the road's begin-
ning and by the heavy overhang of foliage.

OF ALL THE SPORTS a person might
choose to begin, jogging is possibly the
least expensive to enter into, and in
terms of equipment upkeep it is the
least binding on the wallet. Most
everyone has an old set of tennis shoes,
shorts and a tee shirt, so to begin is
only to don the garb. .

Jogging, as mentioned earlier,
differs from running not only in that
it is a slower pace, but also because
a jogger's intentions are not to push
himself to the limit, but to stay well
within the capacity of his'lung volume,
and to give his heart a mild, very mild,
beat increase. Runners, it is assumed,
are in good enough condition to push and
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test their bodies; a jogger's aim is to
gradually and painlessly arrive at the
level where it is safe to push and test
himself.

IN-EITHER CASE, to avoid the numer-
ous pitfalls of injury that either ac-
tivity may induce, the major investment
for anyone seriously planning a jog/run
program is shoes. Advances in the
structural design of running shoes in
recent years have been to all runners'
advantage. Previously, cross-country
and track shoes had been only stream-
lined modifications of basketball or
baseball shoes. Little attention had •
been given to the special needs of dis-
tance running.

Much laboratory testing of stress
points, heel cushioning, arch support,
ventilation and sole gridwork for dis-
tance runners, was conducted'by such
firms as Adidas, Nike, etc., and their
aggregate conclusions have been styled
into the best shoes ever for the runner.

IF ONE were to run a mile in a
standard pair of 'sneakers' and then
switch to the lightweight, foot-hugging
modern running shoes, the change might
feel as dramatic as from mo-ped to a
Harley Davidson motorcycle. It is well
worth the expense for a proper shoe,
not only because of the comfort, but to
reduce the chance of injury.

Other necessities for the runner
are socks, supporters and shorts; but
these items are of no consequence mone-
tarily. Of course, surrounding any fad
will be stylized accessories available
usually not at bargain prices. There
are always those who feel that to be
completely 'in' with an activity all the
endorsed and monogrammed trappings are
necessary. (Which may be true, because
ifter spending a hundred dollars on a
Bruce Jenner sweatsuit, band wrapped
kneesocks, a Frank Shorter headband,
nonr-binding gym shorts and a Ted Williams
ditty bag, one would feel obliged to run.)

JOGGING AND RUNNING then, may be
said to be presently a fad, at least in
terms of those who begin, but, due either
to injury, ennui, or sensitivity to
criticism, drop out. However, of the
multitudes now aerating their lungs,
strengthening their hearts, and bolster-
ing their self-esteem, a considerable
portion will remain with the program to
the extent that there will evolve another
phenomenon of American life, as predict-
able as the mosquito and the 6 o'clock
news, — the hyperambulator gliding
past the hubbub and torpor of modern
society, the primal man incarnate com-
muning meditatively with the breeze
which cools him and the ground that
can't hold him still.

"Why do you run?" "Because I have
legs!" .
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dioe where the surs sets
pier house restaurant
at the pier house motel
entertainment nightly
reservations
(305) 294-9541
1 duval street

Pier House Restaurant

Tony &The Booby-Baggers by Birdman photo 'by Richard Marsh

AN UNUSUAL VISITOR arrived in Key
West about the first of September and
stayed until the middle of November.

It was a Brown Booby, a bird known
to scientists as Sula leuoogaster. This
one was more familiarly known as "Tony"
by the many friends he (or she) made at
the swimming pier at Monroe County Beach.

THE BROWN BOOBY is a member of the
Gannet family, and is widely distributed
among the islands of the tropical oceans
of both hemispheres. Boobies are not
often seen at Key West, the.last one re-
ported having been about three years ago
at the former King's Point Marina on Stock
Island.

The Booby is a large bird, nearly
two feet long, with a wingspread of almost
five feet. It has big webbed yellow toes,
a long blue-grey bill, and watchful blue
eyes.

TONY WAS DRESSED entirely in shades
of brown, which is typical of the young
bird. If it survives to*adulthood, ,about
a year from now, the rich brown of the
underparts will be replaced' by white, and
the bill will be as yellow as." the toes.

Tony had, unfortunately, another
distinguishing feature: a mangled lower
mandible, or bill. !

This "jaw" was twisted and misaligned,
to the point that objects (such as fish)
it tried to pick up would spin off into
the distance. This is one thing that won
Tony many friends and much concern.

Another thing was the tameness of
the bird. Rubbing the top of the head and
patting the back were favorite strokes.
You could sit on the dock' with Tony at
your side like an intimate dog.

Many people came with food. Some
did not realize that the Booby eats only
such things as flying fish, small mullet,
squid, and the like. Fish. So they tried
to interest the bird in ice cream, bread,

apples, melons, and assorted other human
foodstuffs. Tony did seem almost human.

Others came with fish.

WE HAVE PIECED TOGETHER part of the
bird's history, but fear that the future
is uncertain because of that damaged bill.

Tony was probably hatched in the
Bahamas around the end of last April, and
so was about five months old when first
seen at Key West. There is precedent
for such wanderings by young Boobies.
Twice they have been spotted in Bermuda,

Tony the Booby on Birdman'a hand

Announcing the opening of a new

Children's Shop
•1115 NO. ROOSEVELT BLVD.

KEY PLAZA SHOPPING CENTER

A CoMplETE LAYETTE P
ToddUits Boys ANd Ginls

Come in and register for our expectant mother's contest

Phone 294-9209

r

once on the Louisiana coast, and in 1878 j
one got as far north as Cape Cod. These |
sightings were all in September and October
Tony settled in at the swimming pier. [

ENTER BOOBY-BAGGER NUMBER ONE. A j
concerned person captured Tony, but was '•
talked into releasing the bird back onto
the pier. An obviously injured bird
brings out the best in many people, es-
pecially when the handicap involves dif- (
ficulty in feeding. But it is usually

s'̂ ynwise to try to help a bird if it can,
^despite an injury, care for itself. It
•/is better left to adjust to the problem
;;.in its own way — even so charming and
^trusting a person as Tony.

' ;• ENTER BOOBY-BAGGER NUMBER TWO.- Another
concerned local citizen came to the "rescue"

/of Tony. This time it was a person well-
-: acquainted with the stringent laws —
i;city, county, state, and federal — which
forbid the molestation, capture, or killing

H:pf any wild birds.
,v . Booby-bagger Two, however, had all
5 the necessary licenses and permits all
;:'.:;the way to the federal level, and was a
s.very experienced person in the rehabilita-
*tion of injured birds.

IN MID-SEPTEMBER he captured Tony
i:;and went home with the bird. He studied
'•it for two or three days, feeding it the
^proper diet, and concluded that the lower
^mandible, .while obviously abnormal, was
not a -serious enough handicap to warrant
any action. He noted that the bird was
fat and sassy, energetic, and quite healthy.

'i~ He therefore turned Tony loose again,
.at some distance from the swimming pier.
••The next day Tony, was back at the old
.stand, accepting the usual strokings of
the head and pattings of the back, eating
>, fish handouts, rejecting apples and melons,
.and generally keeping sharp blue eyes on
.--all those friends.

l> ENTER BOOBY-BAGGER NUMBER THREE.
:Number Three was obviously concerned, as
•were One and Two, by that lower mandible.
•He or she reportedly carted Tony off to
•a veterinarian. On Tony's pier it is
•;said that as a result of that office call
ithe end of the lower mandible was ampu-
tated. Where Tony was released this time
.is not known, but soon everyone was glad
'to see Tony back on Tony's Pier. Minus
something, but back on duty all the same.
:. ._. Still many friends, came with food,
Tony rejecting anything other than fish.
'Still fat and sassy. Still healthy and

The Oldest Therapy Known to Mm
NOW AVAILABLE AT

OLD ISLAND
MASSAGE ANDTHERAPY CLINIC

i___ offering
* Therapeutic Massage
* Colon irrigation Therapy

I * Steam Bath

* Whirlpool Bath
* Paraffin Bath

. Appointments Scheduled alternately
[to accommodate both men and women

Evening & weekend App. Available

GIL ADAMS RMT

294-4444
3225 Flagler (Rear) Across from Flagler Post Office

in a crispy
batter with
homemade

CAPt. CONCH'S
SEAFOOD STAND
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strong. Despite all the good intentions.

ENTER BOOBY-BAGGER NUMBER FOUR.
Number Four captured Tony in the first
week of November. Like Two, Four kept it
for two or three days, and came to pre-
cisely the same conclusions as Two had
— a vigorous bird clearly in excellent
health.

Again Tony was returned in a box to
the pier. The next day there were not
many friends there, because it rained
all day. Tony sat on the pier, quite
near the land end, waiting to see who would
come with what, and shivered in the cold
wind.

Tony didn't know it, but many local
and long-distance telephone calls had
been made, and there were plans. Plans
concerning Tony.

The telephoning ones assembled what
was known of Tony's visit and were worried.
With the mutilated mandible, was Tony eat-
ing in the normal manner, or depending on
all those friends for nourishment? What
was the future for Tony day and night on
the pier? " If at least four booby-baggers,
good intentioned all, had captured the
bird, what of the tourist season with
some on the pier who might be fiends?
What were the chances of rebuilding the
bill surgically?

SO A DECISION WAS MADE, and no one
consulted the bird on any part of it.
Tony was to leave Key West on November
8th and go to a rehabilitation center for
injured birds upstate in Florida.

Then at the last minute the decision
was reversed. Tony should remain free.
Maybe all would be well, after all.

But less than a week later the bird
was gone. Had Tony flown off to be among
others of the same species?. Had there
been foul play? Or another booby-bagger?

Whatever it was, the pier didn't
seem the same.

THE END '

FLORIST, INC.
We've moved to the new section of Key Plaza.
Just across the parking lot from our old location. •

. Your Christmas
headquarters for
centerpieces,
ornaments, dried or
silk flqwer
arrangements,
poinsettia plants

KEY PLAZA
294-5501

Key West's brand new
Floating Restaurant

•
SANDWICHES

AND FISHERMEN'S
BOX LUNCHES

FRESH SEAFOOD
Specializing in
Shrimp & Fish

OPEN 7 DAYS
7 am to 9 pm
Serving Lunch

and Dinner
•

N. Roosevelt Blvd.
At Garrison Bight

BAIT
BEER AND ICE

294-8082

LA CACHETTE

contemporary
abstract art

by appointment
tel.296 3156
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h- 208 DiraX ST
CUSTOM SANDALS MADE IN ONE DAY

Tifaus.
bikinis

Man, ra.'viJj£ 60> 6/ic<Soft7oac/l

we&oec
sixes, -Tn

i

ZfUux, <sp6i6
cogences, dUri&./iaiQ,

Visa

TAKE OUT SERVICE AVAILABLE
OPEN DAILY 'TIL 4 AM

208DUVALST.

PHOTO QUIZ
The first person to correctly identify all ten of these _

photos will win $25. Identification must be specific; that is,
name or address of building or intersection nearest to the ob-
ject pictured, or an otherwise definite description of the ob-
ject and where it is located.

All of these objects are in the Old Town area and can be
seen (and were photographed) on or from public property.

All entries must be mailed to:

PHOTO QUIZ
Solaves Bill
821 Duval St.
Key West, FL 33040

The winner will be the entry with the earliest postmark
having all ten photos correctly identified. In case of a tie,
a drawing will be held to determine the winner.

Solaves Hill staff members and their families are not
eligible.

'4' •"'

3 vfj'" v_

collectibles
nostalgia
clothing

open'10 am-6 pm
ph. 294-8190

NOW OPEN 9 AM-11 PM • BREAKFAST 9-11 AM

310 Front St.. Key West. Florida D Ph. 294-2042

Key West's only complete
watch, clock, and jewelry repair

center — antique to modern

House calls
Appraisals
Consignment

Featuring
the finest line of
antique clocks &

pocket watches to
be found in the Keys

Invest
in a timepiece
for fun & profit

HARBOR HOUSE

sales

We are especially interested in
purchasing old time pieces,

part or whole.
Confidential cash

transactions always
(MEMBER NAWCC #56452)

47,3 FRON'T STREET PHONE 294-0863

FOR OVER FIFTY YEARS

FOO6PALACE

NOT JUST A GROCERY ...
BUT A SOCIAL CENTER

522 Fleming St. • Ph. 296-5663
Open 8 am - 7 pmi.Mon-Sat 8 am - 6 pm Sundays



CHRISTIAM SCIENCE

A church service

A Sunday School

A Heading Room

And a Wednesday
testimony meeting

Mow that we*¥e
introduced
ourselves
*<• » * . l j . e , _ • " • • ' d - i share

First Ctmrcla of Christ, Scientist
327 Elizabeth St.

Swantiay Service
K»d Swndmy School

11:00 a.m.
nnfant care provided)

WettoeawJay evening meetings
8:0*3 p.m.

some
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Raom
sn Church Ekiiding

D»i> except Sunday and Holidays
12:00 noon to 4:00' p.m.
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THESE WAS AM enthusiastic "South of
zhe Border" atir.osphere prevailing at a
recent 3.2nd Eccster meeting as the members,
under the leadership cf President Ellie
Sr.ith, began to mobilize a massive fund-
raising program directed at sending the
Key West High School Band back to Mexico
City next March.

THIS WILL HE the band's second trip
to Mexico City, the last trip being in
1975, just before any current band members
entered high school. Buses will transport
the students to Miami International Air-
p o r t on March 30, from which they w i l l f l y
to the Mexican capitol. There they will
appear in concert and marching performances
along with taking tours of the historical
city and surrounding area. Each student is
responsible for earning, through the many
fund-raising programs being planned, the
$270 which i s estimated to be the per-
student cost of the t r i p . Monies ra i sed
by these students' parents part ic ipat ing
in Band Booster projects are a l so credi ted
to that student's "account" toward the
cost of the t r i p .

One project was a large Cuban Dinner
hosted by the Band Boosters in the KWHS
Cafeteria on October 17 in conjunction
with that school ' s f i r s t Open House.
Prof i t s from the meal were credited t o -
ward each band s tudent 's personal share
of the cost of the t r i p , pro-rated accord-
ing to how many t i c k e t s they or the ir
parents sold.

ANOTHER BAND BOOSTER PROJECT i s the
r a f f l e of a Honda Express motorcycle and
a 10-speed b i c y c l e , the winners to be
announced at the Band's Christmas Concert
on December 21 . Booster members are now

seilina the one-dollar tickets for this
raffleT

Although most Band Booster members
are parents of one or more musicians in
the band, any interested person is in-
vited to become an active member at a
cost of"$1 per year. Meetings are held
in -the KVJHS .Band Room the first Tuesday
evening of each month at 8 p.m.

A PROPOSAL FOR
A CAYO HUESO (CUBAN ROOTS) FESTIVAL

CAYO HUESO, as Key West was and is
known to those of Hispanic heritage, has
historically been the focal point for
Cuban-American relations and interaction •

The balcony on Duval Street from *
which Jose Marti made his impassioned
pleas for Cuban independence;

the San Carlos Institute, so long a
living witness to all that is best in the .
Cuban-American nexus; j

the folk art of Mario Sanchez, so
eloquently made to live in the sensitive t
documentary film on this man of Cuban-
American heritage who himself is a living
monument to the marriage of two cultures —]

these are just a few of the more 4~,
obvious highlights of a living, breathing,^
vibrant cultural mix that sociologists ,
can point to as a true cross-acculturation
in the very best sense.

THE CIGAR FACTORIES are long gone,
but the children of the cigar makers and
their families live on. They are true
Americans, proud of their unique multi-
cultural background, which is still visi-
ble and audible in so many obvious and
more subtle ways in the Cayo Hueso of
today.

contznued on page 38

Santa says, "Complete your
Christmas list with a
Redwood Hot Tub and a
Wa*erbed from Southern

rnfort Waterbed island."Comfort

Southern
Comfort

Waferbecf Island
522 Duval St.

Key West
(305} 294-2260

Kitchen Gallery

OPEN 10 to 6 • 294-0770 • SEARSTOWN KEY WEST
GOURMET COOKWARE

Utensils, Tabletop Accessories, Locally Handpainted China
Ami Many Personal and Gift Items

SIMCfflTm SL

SCULPTURES'* JEWELRY

BRONZE
COPPER
SILVER.
SOLD

handmade breads rolls, pastries

natural ingredients

baked fresh daily

EUROPEAN STYLE PATIO DINING
THE HEART OF KEY LIME SQUARE

Fine Wines, Beers, Imported Cheeses,
Sandwiches, Salads, Soft Drinks and Fruit Juices

FREE i
Frozen Fruit Colada

wholesale •retail • catering •special orders
I With food purchase and presentation of this coupon

LUNCH &
DINNERS

9 LUNCHEON SPECIALS DAILY
BEER & WINE - SNACKS.TO DINNERS

SPECMLIZINO IN LOCAL SEAPdpQ
INFORMAL OUTDOOR blNINQ

COMING FOR DECEMBER

RAW BAFi
615 Duval Street 294

613V2 Duval Street, Key West

QTtistmag

SUNSHINE'S
ARTS"& CRAFTS

CUSTOM WORK IN
It-OUNCE WATERPROOFED

COTTON MARINE DUCK •
DUFFLE AND DIVE

BAGS • SEA BAGS
ADD TOTE BAGS

IN STOCK —
OR MADE TO
YOUR HEEDS

MACRAME, WOOD CARVING, TOLE PAINTING
HOBBY AND CRAFT SUPPLIES

Handcrafted Gift Items

STEVE NESS

KATHY HOIStNGTON

*U KEY LIME SQUARE

6 Key Lime Square Tom &. Cecile Cooper
Key West, Fl. 33040 • Phone: 294-2274

KEY LIME SQUARE, KEY WEST, FLA. 33040
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iipefflT

HOURS:
6:30 AM to
10:00 PM

Country Breakfast
Satad Boat

Steaks • Seafood
Family Prtess

We Coffee
is back!

DAYS INN.
TJie Place To Stay

at th9 end of the day
SO Mstfll Rooms • 35 Apartments

| 1852 N, Roosevelt Blvd.
; West, Florida 33040

S H OFFICE SERVICES
is End Village

294-7404

Reports

Resumes

Manuscripts

Correspondence

Forms & Agreements

PET
Key Plaza

UNDER NEW OWNERSHIP

296-6912

LET IIS NND THE

Plus our full line of
colorful varieties of

birds and fish

Wedo
dog and cat grooming

" f li® Pull Pet Store'

SOME REMARKS continued from page SO
AN ISLAND ROOTS festival is now held

annually here to commemorate the Bahamian
connection with Key West. Certainly this
is in the best Conch tradition. Why not
a "Cuban Roots" festival to celebrate the
best that Cuba and her people have given
to this uniquely American island city?

What could such a celebration of the
historical Cuban-American connection
through and in Key West encompass? It
could consist of a series of carefully
planned and coordinated events on many
levels.

IT COULD BE a showcase for Cuban-
American culture as it exists uniquely in
Key West today. For example, the San
Carlos Institute, now being increasingly
appreciated for its key role in foster-
ing the best in Cuban culture in America
throughout the history of Cuban-American
relations, can be a fitting setting for
a presentation of the film on Mario San-
chez, in both Spanish and English, and an
exhibition of the work of Mario Sanchez,
which so uniquely captures the interplay
of both cultures in Key West.

It could be a showcase for the best
in Cuban art and culture, both, tradition-
al and modern, such as performances b.y-
the Cuban Ballet and the Comparsa folk
dancers, possibly in front of the San
Carlos Institute, including an explana- .
tion of the origins and tradition of the
Comparsa in Cuba.

It could feature Cuba and its people
as depicted in American literature and
art through a Hemingway film festival,
featuring his works with a Cuban setting
like The Old Man and the Sea, with back-
ground on the actual person and incident
which served as the basis for the work,
and a Cuban film festival, with presenta-
tions or discussions of Cuban art, litera-
ture, poetry, and music.

EXHIBITION BASKETBALL GAMES between
teams at various age or academic levels
could be held, as well as baseball games,
soccer, and other sporting events, and

527 Jff kmtng
305-294-0948

Southern
(omfort

Waterbed Island

A good night's sleep is a Christmas gift that lasts!

(waterbeds & accessories hammocks; lighting, art, furniture, gifts

a chess tournament.
Serious conferences on a non-ideologi'

cal basis could also be included in such
.areas as trade, ecology, fisheries, cul-
tural and educational exchange, medicine.
The history of the development of unique
clinics in Cuba, and how these might be
adapted to help cut the high cost of
medical care in the U.S., could be ex-
plained.

THE CUBAN-AMERICAN community in the
greater Miami area could be attracted by
a careful, cost-effective publicity cam-
paign, through the Latin and bi-lingual
news media, TV, radio, and newspapers in
Miami.

Available tburist resources could
be adapted, like a special bi-lingual or
Spanish Conch Tour Train, featuring points
of Cuban historical and cultural signifi-
cance in Key West, with leaflets. Pos-
•sible support could come from the Key West
Chamber of Commerce, and other organiza-
tions whose members might benefit in any
way from such a festival.

by Ernest J. Szetela

FUSION DANCE CONCERT DECEMBER 22

FUSION DANCE COMPANY is returning to
Key West for a December 22 concert which .
promises to be a Christmas event to de-
light all... The benefit concert will be
at the Key West High School Auditorium at
8 p.m. and is sponsored by Margo Cone,
the New School of Dance and the Tennessee
Williams Repertory Company.

This will be Fusion's final concert
of their twelve week fall season. The
last time the four year old company was
in Key West was in 1976. Baird Thompson,
PR man for Fusion, says, "This time Key
West will see a brand new Fusion, in style
and personnel."

Thompson continues, "Fusion is not
the normal concept of modern dance. The

"Custom

Driftwood Hardwaaj furniture.
Furniture Repair

CARESS

LEE L>NNliQA55!C5
ilflAA/A PlA-ZK

fmpany approaches dance in pursuit of
|n, romance and fantasy for the audience,
well as themselves. We want to project

|at image -- the image of a dance• company
kt runs the gamut of styles, mingling
|ice with other performing arts'. "

FUSION DANCERS come from a wide range
backgrounds. Gary Davis, the Fusion
}ce master, comes from the Martha Graham
^temporary Dance Company and the Alvin
Ley Dance Company. The company ballet
stress, Petra Bravo, was soloist and
[Llet mistress with the internationally
fblaimed Ballet Nacional de Cuba as well
* the Chicago Ballet Company. Other
§ion members have performed as soloists
jlh Pearl Lang, Paul Taylor and Jeff
lean.

ACCORDING TO THOMPSON, "Fusion is an

Ixpected kind of experience. An audience
1 never see the same show twice, nor
same dance piece performed the same
The company likes the element of

?prise and uses that as a guiding policy
i all their dance pieces and concerts.
tion dancers have no singular style or
Ik. They're all sizes and shapes, and
like that visual variety."

William Lord, who now shares the
ion artistic directorship with Mary
|t, explains, "We blend bodies and dance
itudes with diverse choreography, and
present a well-rounded and interesting
ram of professional dajipe and dancers
,n effect, we are a 'fusion' of dance
es and attitudes. Our company identity
ot supposed to be definable."
"That's why bringing Fusion to Key
for a concert seemed so right," says

| Drury, Producer-Director of the Ten-
feee Williams Repertory Company. "Aside
fn their tremendous reputation and ap-
|i throughout South Florida, Fusion's
oach to dance is witty, original and
n theatrical. A Fusion concert is
rtaining and full of surprises. That's

I expect from dance, or theatre or
of the performing arts. To be sur-

JIM PICKING

Prescriptions Filled
Lenses Duplicated • Repairs

Specialized Sunglasses

The Key West Optician
817 Peacock Plaza, Searatovm • Ph.- 294-7411

TrearartjSfhip

prised, or entertained or moved by it.
Like the Key 'West Picture Show Premiere
last month at the San Carlos, Fusion is
another class act that we think a Key West
audience will rave about."

DRURY GOES ON TO SAY, "The Repertory
Company is going beyond just presenting
professional theatre to Key West. People
are hungry for all the performing arts.
They want to feel culturally alive. They
want to be entertained. The Company's
going to do just that, with quality events
and artists. Co-producing arts events
with other high quality Key West arts
organizations like the Picture Show and
Margo Cone and the New School of Dance
is one of our major goals. I think the
local cultural scene will develop further,
faster when we work together on events."

Tickets for the concert are available
at the San Carlos Box Office and the New
School of Dance, or you can call 296-9611
for information.

by Shelly Keller

THE MONROE COUNTY Division of 'the
Better Business Division of the Florida
Institute of Business and Professions,
Inc., is being established.

The Florida Institute is successor
to the organization that was originally
chartered in 1952 as the Better Business
Bureau of Miami Beach. In 1960 the name
was changed to the Better Business Bureau
of Greater Miami, and in 1966 it was
changed to the Better Business Bureau of
South Florida. In 1978 it was changed to
the present name.

IT IS AN independent, non-profit or-
\ganization which has always been controlled
by South Florida business and. professional
people.

From service to Miami Beach only, the
Institute, has grown to be one of the larg-
est business associations in Florida, with

Atocha Coin Sates

Take a guided tour ot a 168-foot
Spanish treasure galleon built by
Treasure Salvors, Inc. of Key West,
the world's largest treasure hunting
organization. See what life aboard
ship was like in the 1600's. See
some of the treasure that has been
found in Florida waters. See the
cannons from the "Nuestra Senora
de Atocha" which sank in 1622 off
Key West. She carried a cargo '
valued at over 100 million dollars.
See the techniques Treasure Salvors
is using to recover, her'gold, silver
and. gems.

WRECKERS WHARF
633 Front Street

532 DUVAL

A FASHIONABLE STORE

COMING

ANAlfcLS
AMA1US

COME PARTY WITH USb
Sunday, Jan. 7,1979, 2 pm to 4

at the Pier House

* * * * *

uKmlim

AH Profits for
Leukemia

pm

Children's
Foundation

FABRIC
CITY

Key Plaza Shopping Center, Key West .

Exclusive in Key West:
fourda patterns from Europe

plus all your fabric needs
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neabers. Dade, Broward, Collier
inroe Counties have their ovm Divi-
oards of Directors and Officers.
•a of Governors establishes policy
ordinates all Insti tute activities.
he Hoard neiriers ans3 elected officers
lunteers, receiving neither pay nor
e money. Each neiaber firm or indi-
neaiber has an equal voice in the
:s and procedures of the Institute.

1 <C

trc

t r.

•* - " .i > Kv, L - e Pie

I""E receives no support
2̂  cf Government, nor is i t
n a v Government agency or
f Ccranerce.
cifidence is the greatest
rtss, and the Better Business
ie. Institute is dedicated to
preserving that asset. I t
~s 'res the performance of
roucfh the "Customer Protec-

It provides arbitration of
disputes, eliminating un-

tensive and embarrassing
It provides members with ad-
i -e inforaation about stolen
rip/ orders, counterfeit
>-<• itr frauds. i t works to
ir competition, false adver-

-r t .ng practices that, lower
tj -f_business. I t provides
• ^ i icitations in the name
1 i- .evclence so members
*•--. and fraud, i t publishes
- -j-^tins with timely busi-
e.; sure of frauds and
i t only at businesses but

- : - * lie.

S t 5 id s t h e c o s t of an As-
r ., eneral and secretary in
~ " ral 's South Florida of-
r-- ry purpose of eliminat-

"•^^-tior. ana deceptive ad-
1 ™r P r a c tf ces that are

^-"ats Business people and

s. President of the
: vision, i!as s a i d / »In

Bill's
MUFFLER SHOP

Vans
RV's

Economy
mufflers

Toyotas & Trucks a Specialty

20 years experience
"OUR BUSINESS IS EXHAUSTING"

BankAmericard - Master Charge

800 SIMONTON STREET
294-2105

Come in fo r free estimate

Member of the Belter Business Bureau

FREE INSTALLATION ALL MUFFLERS

by Nick N o l t e

THE END

rm.
MONSTER

MOO FRONT STREET KEY WEST

this age of consumerism and li t igation,
legitimate businesses and honest consumers
need the mediation and arbitration services
of an even-handed and objective non-profit
organization. In South Florida, that o r -
ganization is the Florida Institute of
Business and Professions, Inc."

IN THE EFFORT now underway to estab-
lish a Monroe County Division of the In-
stitute, all responsible business people
in the area are being contacted in a move
to gain their support.

THE KEY WEST ART CENTER

announces

BAY Ai\» EVENING WORKSHOPS

m

Life Drawing
and

Painting
For details contact

MALCOLM ROSS

AT

294-O863

PICTURE SlhCW

steppenwolf

iL
DECEMBER

KEY WEST'S
HOROSCOPE

KT imnn COTEimnn COTES

iun in Sagittarius, after 21st in Capricorn
fenus in Scorpio
iercury in Sagittarius, retrograde until 15th
Saturn in Virgo, turning retrograde on the 25th
Fupiter in Leo, retrograde
lars in Sagittarius, after 12th in Capricorn
Iranus in Scorpio
teptune in Sagittarius
>luto in Libra
forth Node in Virgo 22 degrees

, The moon will be in Aquarius on
New Year's Eve. This will tend to be
a favorable time for Key West — social,
friendly and very little tendency to-
ward any trouble on that important night
in the City of Key West.

Saturn, the ruler of the chart of
fey West will turn retrograde on the
f5th of this month. This will afford
tfiother opportunity for decisions to be
,de and solutions to be worked out in
e area of transportation that affects

>ur city. This will include our roads
d highways'; also air transportation,
:d even the transportation of prisoners

pd mental patients. This aspect will
fbntinue well into the Spring of 1979.
t The Full Moon will be on December
L4 in Gemini in the first house of Key
Jest's chart, and the New Moon on De-
cember 29 will be in Capricorn. These
Mpects will focus strong energies into
pe government areas of the city. Part-
lership problems will be.resolved, arid
»any new ideas may be initiated for
:he betterment of the City.

TOYS and THINGS

Upstairs
At the Harbor House Arcade

Front Street, Key West

KEY WEST

(Ktgar
Pirates Alley

1
Key West

SEE QUALITY HAND-MADE

CIGARS ROLLED
DAILY

we fill
mail orders -

PIRATES AIXEY
in historic

OLD KEY WEST

IDUVAL
PHCNE

The

...upstairs!
HAMOR HOUSE MGUX

RUT

EMAUEU AMilOUE JEWUiY ^ - 1Z1TEMY S l r A I «
CUSTOM MUGHS M STtkUHC. IH tH918 KARAT « H D

M4-O863

MOTHER NATURES
60UNTV.

f$-&$f@n4 Vegetable Jttice Bar

* SALES A REPAIRS

FOE THE
AWE3UV

HARMONICAS 1W 1W& K6VS f
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s/he should know!). It's candid Key
and everybody's smiling.

NATURALLY The Key West Picture Show
is a hit with locals, but what of the
tourists it aims to woo? If initial r e -

; WAS h STAR in every_eye, if not
for "the oremiere of The Key

r.:.~lkc~- at* the San Carlos Theater
is isok the place of limos, over
fcut to turn on to a 40-minute
of their beloved island. They
i old-tircers Cesar Catala and
seil indulged in humorous nostal-
•ev. and Mrs. Thurlow Weed blew
id rendition of "The Sabre Dance"
:ch shells. Laughter shook the
id drowned the sound as fast
tristas scurried to strains, of
the Bumblebee." It's our own

•...to Key West with love, from
. Mark Henriksen and Anna Benson.

BACKED BY producer B.J.1 Martin, owner
of The Picture Show on Duval Street, Mark
and Anna spent five months filming in Key
West. Or. an island teeming with the
exotic, erotic, and erratic, finishing
off ten hours of film was easy. Leaving
sore than 90% on the cutting room floor
took the better part of a year. What
emerged from the Atlanta studio is part
travelog, part documentary, and part
spoof — a delightful collage of the
characters, moods, and attractions that
make Key West unique.

Benson and Henriksen captured the
icagic of the full moon and subtropical
dice (to which Capt. Tony attributes the
hot-blooded sex drive); the carefree, laid-
back lifestyle where age is no barrier;
ar.d the hearty Conch heritage that has
endured hurricanes, hardships, and hordes
of Winnebagos. They zoom in on the manne-
quin in the Widow's Walk, the cottage
with "V for Victory" windows, the ritual
cf sunset, and the fantasia of Halloween.

They take outsiders behind the cul-
ture curtain to a Cuban dance complete
with native costunes, a Los Quinces (Sweet
15) party and a bakery turning out Cuban
fcreaa witn espresso speed. They focus on
rr.e leisure and life-giving sea. The urge
tc dance in every fashion. The Conchitec-
ture. The craftsmen, artists, and writers.
The people who cair.e here to feel alive.
The w-can who came here to die (eight
years ago!"j , The person of dubious gender
wno dubs it all "just one big asylum" (and

Justo -- one of the stars

actions are any indication, folks will
flock to the flick for a mini-vacation.
At the Miami International Film Festival,
it won the gold Special Jury medal for
creative excellence in filmmaking. On
his initial documentary endeavor, B.J.
Martin won the Florida Producer award.
Key West artist Ken Albright's poster
proclaiming "Life Is A Breeze in the
Florida Keys" swept up the best document-
ary poster prize. At the Island Roots
Festival, revelers raved after each of
the continuous shows. Queries from as
far as Japan have requested copies to
promote international tourism. The film
is as fascinating as the island it por-
trays .

Both are destined to be big hits
this season. No one comes to Key West
just once, and the same holds true for
The Key West Piature Show. Tourists can
savor the flavor of an overall view.
Locals can watch themselves and friends
frolic across the screen. In fact, the
film has just one flaw — it's not long
enough. As the sun sets and the final
credits flash, Sarah Russell laments,
"Honey, you won't see it again." But y o u
will. See it every day, if you like, at
2, 3, and 4 p.m. at the Key West Picture
Show.

by Margo McColIum
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I ALWAYS FEEL in tune with the Chinese
idea of naming their years - - The Year of
the Rat, The Year of the Snake, and so

1 forth.
j Here I was, shuffling through fading
school souvenirs and papers, a cup towel
over'my head, at a steamer trunk, up in

'mother's at t ic at the Texas,Panhandle
;,ranch house. I rapped cobwebs off a l i t -
\tle old brown imitation leather school
girl 's diary. The fly-leaf in confident
,brash teenage handwriting reads, "THE
"YEAR THE CAT FELL INTO THE CISTERN."
,

THE YEAR 19 78 stands as The Year An
Island Newsletter Was Begun. With one
year behind me of a modest success at
island newslettering, I can testify that,
as year ideas go, such an endeavor can
stand right up there, in stage fright,
with bigger, nobler causes.
! Deciding to publish a Key West news-
j letter during The Season must rank with
| resolving to leave for Australia, adopt-
ing a Russian baby, picketing the court-
house every day at 4 p.m., or going in
for acupuncture.

FIRST, I TEST the water with my el-
bow. Two women and I lunch at a corner
table at the Pier House Beach Club. I
petition the glossy one first. She is
a good-time girl, generally rated to pos-
sess terrible taste, which suits her to
perfection. "Publish a Key West newslet-
ter called 'Sound of the Conch!' What do
you want to do something like that for?"

I drearily regard her. Most any
idea is quite incommunicable to her. Be-
sides, she has a heart the size of a
grape pit. . .

I leave her daintily inserting a
small shrimp into her beautiful mouth,
and I turn to the other pal.

i She always regards me with disciplined
affection. She has one question to ask.
"Is there any lolly in it?" ,

She is remarkably chintzy — as mean
as Hell about money.

I thoughtfully pick up my glass of
iced tea. Surely my newsletter can be-
come a roaring success if these two take
against it, I suspect, not unreasonably.

SO, THE ISLAND NEWSLETTER is launched,
and, unaccountably, or accountably, sub-
scriptions sell like hot cakes. Of course,
with a Yankee canniness, I "forget" about
approaching one or two or three persons
who dangle about the island, at times '
following the same pursuits and making

the same ports of call as I do. Isn't
this a sign of maturity, learning that
there will be a person now and then whom
you simply cannot get around? There just
is no way this person can see you kindly
in any of your lights. And this you sad-
ly accept. And, isn't this named accept-
ance of reality?

The worst river to cross is the
office equipment maze for one who never
could properly sharpen a pencil. The
smart gold stamps for closing the news-
letter — legal seals they are called --
require wheeling back and forth the length
of the island from Budde's to Monroe Of-
fice Supply houses.

And, I would like to get a-hold of
the man who invented staplers.

PRINTERS ALWAYS require a lot of
placating. One must smile and smile and
convince him that you believe that the
sun shines through his back side.

But, to make up for all embarrass-
ments and dislocations, comes the lovely
compensation. The writing. The only
part which deeply, seriously matters.

The cat is sitting on the copy, and
my husband's Florsheim shoe has knocked
over the paper clips (the office being
the bedroom, also).

THE LAST ISSUE of The Year of the
First Island Newsletter is locked up, and
I sit meditating as1 a mother for a child
off to camp with his name tapes sewed in,
his treat money knotted in one of his
socks, and a box of kleenex to take along.

Will my little newsletter possess
the ephemeral qualities of sky writing?
The words standing out bravely for a mo-
ment. Then, the letters beginning to
fold at the knuckles. Dispersing smokily.
Soon, will it be restored to a smudge on
the horizon? Remaining only a shade,
swiftly erased from the line of vision.

O, well. Such is the precariousness
of a scribbler's life.

THE END

STAN BECKER'S
CANOE ^IPS

9am to 4pm
INCLUDES

LUNCH
EQUIPPED CANOES

GUIDANCE
I EXPLORE THE LOWER KEYS

WITH AN

EXPERIENCED LOCAL NATURALIST

This holiday season, share the gift of a
lovely day; a day of health, Joy, and the
serene beauty of nature.

A day to remember.

t PERSON

P.O. BOX 62
BIG PINE KEY, FLORIDA 33043

OR
PHONE

(305)872-2620

c
O

unique boutique

Designer

Clothes
Scott Barry
Will! Smith
Carol Horn
Marta Salvadori

at Key West

Prices! ORIGINAL SILKS

GENUINE VICTORIAN ANTIQUE CLOTHES

COMPLETE LINE OF DANSKIN

ACCESSORIES

lllduvalst. . - ph. 294-5929 - openTdays - 10:30-9:30 1
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SALES. APPRAISALS &
PROPERTY MANAGEMENT

BITWER-MOSELY INTERIORS'

ARMSTRONG
VINYL FLOORING

CARPETING and RU©S
CUSTOM SLIP COViiS

and DiAPiltllS
WE MAY LOOK EXPENSIVE

BUT
COMPARE OUR PRICES

Your Complete Professional
Interior Decorating Service

1025 WHITE ST.
294-1278

416 GREENE ST.
UPSTAIRS
294-6326

FULL SERVICE
SALON

WALK INS WELCOME

M( >.\KEYSEE**M( XXKEY DO Story and illustrations by Amy Lee de P o o
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call cut the most amusing or contrived
plea for the tourist to direct his gen-
erosity. V;e girls were amused mostly by
the unabashed begging some of these kids
would go through just for a quarter.
Seme would promise to catch it between
their toes before the coin reached the
bottom, others would bring it up and pre-
sent it on the tongue, and still others
would make change under water' (They
kept the spoils inside their swim trunks
or in their mouths.) We never threw
money but would clap if one boy made a
particularly long swim out to retrieve
a silver dollar thrown by someone with
a sense of sport.

NOW I KNEW THEY were all down at the
dock having loads of fun, while I sat at

the

home picking ny toenails on the front
porch. Not only did I have boredom and

wmum urn! JEWmi, as.

«OO DUVAL STREET

KEY WKST, FLORIDA 33O4O

(f, the leash down through the center of
She basket and pulled it snug real quick
|b she couldn't jump and bite me. I
flapped the surplus leash around the
jfcndle bar and tied a small knot.
; At last! There was my prize, all
ieatly positioned in the basket, tiny
pnds gripping the front edge and her
iead turning back to look at me with one
jf the most vicious looks I have ever
een on one of God's fair creatures.
edging from the unprintable shrieks and
yitty growls she hurled at me, she couldn' t
Save been very happy.
i Gaily envisioning the social debut

loneliness to contend with, but also
unrelenting heat!

Suddenly, who comes crawling out
the tree but our pet squirrel monkey,
Trinket, who was allowed to run free i n
the yard.

We tried keeping her in a cage, b u t
she developed the nervous habit of suck —
ing all the fur from the end of her t a i l .
Trinket was not a trained monkey, yet
would allow you to pick her up gently toy '
the tai l if you held a banana in the o t h e r
hand. This would distract her for s h o r t
periods of time and one could scratch
her ears or examine her exquisitely d e l i -
cate hands while she ate the piece of
fruit. Monkeys seem to enjoy this m i n o r
grooming, but one thing they d e f i n i t e l y
don't enjoy is going for an unplanned r x d e
in a bicycle basket, which is exactly
what I' had in mind. In my basket, on my
bicycle.

I happened to spot a' neighbor ' s
chihuahua collar and leash draped on t h e
railing of the porch. Craftily I d e d u c e d
.that if- I could just get the col lar a r o u n d
her waist, I would have the raw m a t e r i a l s
for a social coup at Mallory Square. I * 11
show THEM a thing or two, I thought,
ing the prospect of showing off and e x -
ploiting that furry creatures..-.A monkey
on a bike looks rather festive and c e r t a i n -
ly more appealing than a bunch of wet k i d s
screaming for small change.

WHILE TRINKET TARRIED on the r a i l i n g , •
I went and got a banana and a towel t o
throw over her head so she wouldn't b i t e s
me while I put the collar and leash on
her. She gladly accepted the unexpec ted
refreshment, and I quickly threw the t o w e l
on her head, fastened the collar a r o u n d 'f the family monkey I pedaled off towards
her waist (so she wouldn't have any taroiable«llory Square at breakneck speed. The
breathing) and dashed for my green Scttwirm jtamatic appeal of the wind whistling

7*1 I- ° l u t o h 1 ^ h e r ^ t t ^ shoui«aershrough poor Trinket's hair and the total
and head in the towel, I slipped the en<3.

GALLERY 4 1 9

RARE RUGS — TAPESTRIES
ANTIQUES — WORKS OF A R T

421 Simonton Street, Key West, FL 33040,
Cliff & Isabel Adams

ORIENTAL RUGS
Domestic & Imports-Callaway Area
Rugs by Milliken OIU'Q?

S A V E -£J /O
m*m ^ S ^ r a ! ^ off our

^regular
low
prices

Drapes - Shades - Bedspreads - Wovenwoods
^Carpets - Wall Coverings -Upholstery

St
305 296-3453

National Assn. of Interior Designers

Hand - Cmfted
* Silver1 6& Gold

210BGDuvalSt.,* •• cKeycWest

SJlj? Kntunt
Seafood Restaurant & Raw Bar

BEER&WINE

Serb ing...

Broiled Lobster, Stone Crab (in season)
Fried Shrimp, Oysters, Scallops

Fish Stuffed with Crab
Oysters and Clams on the Half Shell
Steamed Shrimp — Corn on the Cob
Conch Chowder"— Conch Fritters

Salads.and Sandwiches

Open for Breakfast

Open Moa-Sat. 7am. to 9pm 132 DUVAL ST 294-0505

look of disbelief on her face are among
my more vivid recollections.

I ARRIVED ON THE SCENE, and as ex-
pected there was the old crowd, my chums
idly watching the poetry of making easy
money. Of course, as I drove up, my
..wonderful younger sister recognized the
plight of her favorite simian pet.

"WHAT ARE YOU DOING TO THAT MONKEY?
DOES MAMA KNOW WHERE THAT MONKEY IS? BOY
ARE YOU GOING TO GET IT NOW! WHAT IP SHE
GETS AWAY AND GETS RUN OVER? (This sister
always but always failed to see the humor
in a situation.) HEREJ GIVE ME THAT LEASHI"

And with that, she lunged for the
leash and deftly undid my carefully tied
knot, thus relieving Trinket from her
bondage.

Certainly it is to be expected that
all that hysterical screaming would un-
ravel even the stablest adult, so one
can imagine what it did to a very high-
strung squirrel monkey. Well, here comes
the worst part of it all.

WILD CREATURES, in moments of stress,
will make for high ground to seek safety
and assess the commotion. I happened to be
quite tall for my age, and my head was
indeed the highest point available.

Trinket took a flying leap for and
landed squarely on my head. She also at
this moment lost control of her bodily
functions and let loose with what I
guessed to be the digested and ready for
•release remains of a green caterpillar,
two locusts, a spitting spider and an old,
chewy lizard. I can distinctly remember
the look of complete horror and amazement
on the faces of the small crowd, which by
now had gathered.

Needless to say, the faces of my
chosen victims of spite were bathed in a
distinct aura of obvious and complete de-
light.

Alas, my last memory of that day was

how incredibly hot the water in a yard
hose can be when it's been lying in the

Key West sun, and how funny my hair smelled
still,"after the final hosing down.

; THE END

^ R E S T R U R r W T
OPEN 6:30 AM TIL 10 PM PHONE 294-9279-'

MALONEY AVE. & 4th AVE. ACROSS FROM BOYD'S

1 Ib. T-Bone Steak
Bar B Que Ribs, Chicken & Pork
Shrimp, Oysters & Scallops
Hot Corned Beef & Pastrami
Coney Island French Fries

Beer & Wine
Complete Breakfast
Homemade Chili
Conch Chowder
& Fritters

SURF & TURF $6.95 • LOBSTER DINNER
WE COOK YOUR FISH
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Bird Key by Phoebe

remote little is-
ugas, where all the
d Eird Key. It was

iEOIALLOON
MESSAGE SERVICE

tCMJI BUSINESS & PERSONAL
MESSAGES TAKEff 24MRS.

2 4 H i . ACCESS TO YtMJR MESSAGES.
f*O PHONE COMMNY CHARGES.

4-5586

- . Bsv Red
.i S,T, Florida Historian at

_r , __ it/s a place that's
•••-. * _ -r. rtorrr.s, and has par-

, . -• -.t different: times, of
* - " -"-.C"^. She says it is
. " s " -. lands built up by
. ;„:. • t~ c- reefs. Heaw

THE NATIONAL PARK SERVICE says they
no information on it; but they know

..-- -t least two shoal areas which were
exposed land at cne time.

A biologist at Florida Keys College
that "an island can build up if the
ticns are right."
Perhaps someday Bird Key will again
carr.ate itself. I found mention of
aving done so twice in the past.

ha
r. *'

saia

reist

AS IT IS, Bird Key is sunk under
three to four feet of water now, on the
east side of Fort Jefferson. "It took
about a year for it to go down in '58,"
says George, and now most of the birds go
to nearby Bush Key. Remembered only by
a few, Bird Key's treelessness was what
attracted the birds, making it a good
place for the eggs to hatch out in the
sun. It was also this treelessness which

Cmon
America.

Get the
Expiess \

WET

warn
with

THE WATER SPORT PEOPLE

ffftOFESS/OAML INSTRUCTION
SCUBA ... SAILING ... SWIMMING

located tt th* Sun It Surf Mot*!
80$ S«rth StrMt

K«y WMt, Florida 3304«
3§5.»S-5«12

caused i t to wash away.
Bow Red remembers that about 2 0

years ago, the Key West Citizen o f f e r e d
money to anyone who could let them know
where Bird key was. Bow says, "Only &
few of us remember where i t was. "

IN 1925, which was the last Bow s
of i t (due to the death of his Dad, t h e
family moved on) , the island was l o c a t e d
4 miles southwest of Ft. Jefferson and
could be seen from Loggerhead Key, w h e r e
the lighthouse stood.

Bird Key's name had been derived
from an old survey map by George Goulcl ,
printed in 1773 in London. I t shows t i n e
Dry Tortugas, Middle-Key, Dry Rocks w i t h
"Eaft Channel" i n between.

THE MOST NOTABLE ASPECT of th is o n c e -
thriving island was i t s reputation as a
time-honored nesting place for the t e r n s -
All the Florida Keys are a bird s a n c t u a r y .
Since antiquity, these birds have come
to the Tortugas. Bird Key was f i r s t ires—
corded in 1513 by Ponce de Leon, who d i s -
covered the low lying Dry Tortugas, w h i c h !
were then, as now, inhabited by b i r d s . \
"He (de Leon) must have seen a moving
curtain growing large then small, com— •
posed of birds," reports Alexander S p r u n t ,
Jr . , Southern representative of the Na—
tional Audubon Society, in a 1947 Nat-tonal
Geographic art icle.

BIRD KEY, according to Bow Red a n d ,
George, supported about 40,000 birds e v e r y
year between May and August. The b i r c l s
would fly there and leave at wintert ime .
By then, almost 6 0,000 would be the i r
number. The government paid a Mr. P a r k s '
("He was a good ole man," the brothers
agree) $95 a month to care for the b i r c l s
and see that nobody would hurt them. Tine
birds ate bread, crabs, sardines, l o b s t e r s
etc.

"Reasonable approximation" i s t h e

best way to count such a multitude, accord-
ing to Mr. Sprunt. If one happens to
strike a time before eggs are hatched,
a count of them in a square yard can be
averaged, then the total nesting area
multiplied by that unit. "Sometimes,"
he reported, "you could only count the
adults sitting on eggs, and multiply that
number by 2 for the absent member." He
says that an average of 3.5 is safe per
square yard.

IN HIS ARTICLE, Sprunt describes
being there: "It is a curious sensation,
this being in the midst of a swirling
vortex of winged l i fe . I t produces im-
pressions difficult to describe, or even
to relive in retrospect. I t is a be-
wildering problem to count them — the
mind is.set whirling as wildly as the
terns."

"Recent systematic work at Bird Key
indicates 100,000 terns,"' Sprunt says.

In 1939, the author's census indi- '
cated 70,000 of these birds were sooty
terns. The census has varied quite a bit
from year to year for one reason or another.
For instance, there were no counts in
1943 and 1944 when the Tortugas became an
important base for anti-submarine activi-
ties in the Gulf.

BOW RED AND GEORGE loved to v i s i t
Bird Key and keep the one-armed caretaker
company. Everyone got lonely for human
companionship out there, despite the awe-
some beauty and.the miracle of the birds.
The kindly caretaker had his own l i t t l e
house, and once the boys spent the night
there. Bird Key at that time was about
half the size of Christinas Tree island. .

"The birds were so tame, they would
fly right into the house. Some of them
would even peck lightly at your head,"
says Bow. "Seems like the birds liked
our company."

IN MAY OF 1832, the US Revenue Ser-
vice cutter Marion came to the Tortugas
bearing John James Audubon to this great
bird city. According to the book Audubon
In Florida by Kathryn Ann Proby, Audubon

TiftATfib

pvttitnti

Cfjarles?

lecember 15,
CJjrtsitmas

TICKETS ALSO AVAILABLE
FOR

OPENING ,
NEW YEARS EVE I

Call 294-5001 for reservations
BoxOffice at 509 DUVALST.

wrote in his journal: "On landing, I
felt for a moment as if the birds would
raise me from the ground, so thick were
they all around, and so quick the motion
of their wings. Their (stacatto) cries
were indeed deafening, yet not more than
half of them took to wing on our arrival...

"We. ran across the naked beach, and
as we entered, the thick cover before us
spread in different directions. We might
at every step have caught a sitting bird,
or one scrambling through the bushes to
escape us."

"EGGING" WAS carried on extensively
about this time. Audubon records that
he saw 8 tons in cargo taken from the is-
land by people from Havana. Eggs sold at
12%C a dozen. Some Florida bakers .would
use the tern eggs in their breads and
bakery products.

The birds were as tame as, chickens.
The usual practice was .for the eggers to
go ashore and systematically stamp on
all the eggs they could. Then they would
await the laying of new eggs, which would
take place almost at once, and they would
gather those fresh eggs to take. In this
way, eggers were assured of having the
least spoilage.

TERNS WERE ALSO killed and skinned.
Baskets would be brimming with eggs. Now-
adays conservation laws have put a stop
to such practices, and the Tortuga terns
are in good hands.

There are few bird sanctuaries as
free of bird's biggest threat — man —
as the Tortugas. In 1933 the whole area
was proclaimed a national park by President
Franklin D. Roosevelt.

IT WAS THE pilot from Air Tortuga,
John Dinneny, who told*me that the
noddy terns can mate in the air. A
couple's homestead — little more than
2 feet in diameter — is sacred, and
claim jumpers are punished ruthlessly.

The sooty terns are'victims of in-
somnia and are nicknamed "wide awakes."
They follow with noddies after schools
of fish, picking off small fry leaping

COME WATCH US ENAMEL
A craft, an art, a tradition...

Porcelain fused into copper at 1800° degrees
•ASee reverse side for history

306 FRONT ST., KEY WEST, FLA. 33040 / 294-4044
At Pirate's Alley in Old Town

GOlbAfinSILVER HANPCRAFTEbJEWELRV

WE HONOR ALL CREDIT CARDS • OPEN YEAR ROUND

The Key West Players

VI^IT TO A
SMAtt' PLACET'

A COMEDY
Directed by Ann Carleton

December 11 - 1©
Box Office Opens Nov. 30

Curtain 8:30
Waterfront Playhouse, Mallory Square

; Admission 83.00
Friday & Saturday 83.50

Season Subscription 812.00
Box Office Open 11 am to 4 pm

Daily except Sunday
Telephone 894-5015

OPEN FOR DINNER
Monday - Sunday 6:00 -11:00
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saved his l i f e . " Bow had just returned
from a l i t t l e excursion on his boat/

"You shouldn't bother any wi ld l i fe i
he says gently-

I HAVE HEARD that local resident
Ear Feltcr., who spent his f irst f ive
in"this area, feels i t was one of the
ir.ost valuable times of his l i fe . He ha s
said that he wouldn't trade that exper i —
•="-ice he had as a child for anything.

,w Red says, "Bird Key's all washed away
i. I was on i t . I remember. I ' d l o v e
get back there . You can't see i t any—.

re, but the beauty's s t i l l there ."

THE END
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Specializing in.
Imported Cloth ing

Moroccatv Importi
NEWLY ARRIVED Indonesian Imports
SHIPMENT Indian Worts'^
FROM A

M O R O C C O

''*» *-

The Christal Cafe
at

THE WHITE HOUSE
offering natural foods created for the
tropics in an atmosphere dedicated to
you.

Phone: (305) 294-4687
1100 Duva! Street • Key West

524 Front Street Key West, Florida 33040
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EXERCISE STUDIO
Do Yourself A Favor!

GIT m SHAPE FOB THE HOLIDAYS

TRAINED INSTRUCTORS
To help with your special needs.

• FREE TRIAL VISIT
• SUPERVISED PROGRAMS
• FIGURE ANALYSIS
• NO AGE LIMIT
• OPTIONAL CALISTHENICS
• SPOT REDUCING

SPECIAL!!
CHRISTMAS GIFT CERTIFICATES NOW AVAILABLE

- CALL NOW FOR A FREE VISIT -

3102Flagler Habana Plaza 296-2249

MARTHA'S

poetry
- PRAISE MOTHERS

When I was just a little child
my mother loved we, so,

She taught me how to tie my shoes
and watched me come and go.

She helped me when I felt alone
and loved me more each day,

And when I needed scolding for
my WTong she had the way.

She taught me how to cave for those
who needed love as much,

And taught me what was right and wrong,
and not to need a crutch.

She don tared all my cuts and scrapes
and'hugged me when I cvied,

And all the way to manhood stood
there looking on with pride.

A mother does a job so hard
it's hard to .comprehend,

But I just want to let you know
she never sees the end.

A mother makes a boy a man
and loves him more with time.

A mother makes the world go round.
I love the one that 's mine.

by Jimmy Joe Gibson

New Cars & Used Cars

We are equipped to
service what we • sell.

Visit .our complete Auto Body Shop
& Service Department

Open 8 A.M. to 7 P.M.
Monday - Saturday

( C SINCE 1957 YOUR KEY WEST DEALER FOR

k 3500 North Roosevelt Boulevard, Key West,Telephone 294-1003

sun-naked smiling
we're floating on a breeze
yes I can feel it
how the wind puts me at ease
graceful boat SUNYATA she calmly moves along
I- breathe the sea and try to write this song
Oh thank you Lord for lour deep blue sea
And all the joy that it's given me.

so "hoist the main" to the sea I am going
leavin' all the loves I am knowin'
losing myself to that wide open blue
feelin' again the peace that I knew
gentle breezes caressing our way
free with the wind all thru the day
I hear my love now calling me
So good-bye dear friend I'm going to sea.

sun-naked smiling-
we're drifting down that breeze
yes there's so many ways to put your mind at ease
well whatever it takes to put you there
it's all okay with me •
I'll just be thankful that I've found the sea.

by Maureen Neville

126 Duval Street
Monday-Saturday 10-6

Sunday 12-5

AHDL6UHGE

SflN
COOKED TO ORDER:

Native Sea Food • Prime Ribs
Turtle Steaks

ENTERTAINMENT:
Sing-Along Bar with UyejJazz

^

Margo Cone,
the New School

of Dance and
the Tennessee

Williams
Repertory
Company
PRESENT

FUSION
in concert
DECEMBER 22
at the Key West

High School
CALL 296-9611

TICKETS AT SAN CARLOS

donee company
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Linda in Michael's backyard, Key West, 1974

Debby, Key West, 1972
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PHOTOS BY
JANICE

WAGONER

isiiil

617 duval street
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Palms like a green wave arest

over Key West

Sun from the blue beyond

is on me now

No, I

didn 't have it in me

to wintev in Virginia,

by Edward Allen

n CLASSICAL COOKING
BEER & WINE

AMEX, MC, BA

Old Town Square

Closed Tuesdays
Serving Dinner

7-11 P.M.

425 FRONT STREET
KEY WEST, FLORIDA

294-6707

Biggest selection and
best prices of 14K, 18K,
and 24K yellow gold
chains in the Keys.

Are you tired of impersonal jewelry?
At Sunlion, your original concepts are translat-

ed into personal and distinctive jewelry creations.
The finest gem quality stones are cut & polished to
the shape you desite. Mountings and chains are
designed in solid sterling silver, 14K or 18K gold.

And Sunlion now has the only collection of 24K
real gold In the Keys... at a price you can afford,.
Why 24K gold? Because nothing else feels like real
gold. This stunning, 24K real gold from Thciland is
"investment jewelry" yet costs less than what you
might pay for 18K elsewhere.

All work is done on the premises and i.n most
cases I can give you same-day service. All chains
can be custom-cut to bracelet, necklace or
anklet length ... or sized for wherever you mighi
want to wear them Call or write for an estimate. 1.
will send it, and then your special creation, direct-
ly to you.

silticrsmith • goldsmith » topita

unlion
custom mork

ndl jefftru' pld&erg
305-206-8457

jctoclru repair

208-a'duual s t u t t
kcu vocst, florida 15010

CATCH IT

THE ALL NEW

Open 9 to 5

THE
& SHELL WAREHOUSE

Largest in the Keys!

'.'• LOWEST

&TARPON

at 3 pm

WeShip!

Whitehead St




